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1.1 This is the report of e. pilot study carried out IlJ1lOng 82 general
practitioner trainers in the Oxford region. Similar pilot studies
have been carried out among trainers in four other regions of
England. Separate reports have been prepared for each of the five
regions, together with a summary report comparing the findings
amo\lg the regions. The pilot studies were fu..'lded by the DHSS and
carried out by staff of the Health Services Research Unit at the
University of Kent at Canterbury.
1.2 The central theme of the project is the relationship between list
sizes and standards of care in general medical practice. The
particular aims are discussed in greater detail in the next section,
but in broad terms the project deals with the claim that doctors "ith
larger lists are less likely to attain a given standard of care than
those with smaller lists. To this end, the pilot study reported
here took the form of a survey in ,ffiich the trainers in the Oxford
region were first asked their opinions about good standards in different
aspects of their work, and were then asked to provide information
about their actual performance in those aspects. The a..'lalysis of
the data attempts to show whether the relationshj.p between the stan-
dards that the trainers have set and the perfoI'lll/ll:lce they have achieved
is related in any wa;y to the numbers of patients on their lists •
1.3 The pilot studies in the five regions had one main and two sub-









































different wllifs of gathering the information neeood to :f'ufill thE: aims
of the research. It is for precisely this reason that the five regional
studies have been d.escribed as 'pilots'. The next stage of the project
will be a full survey among a larger, randomly selected sample of
GPs nationally, using instruments developed out of the experience
gained in the five pilot studie s •
The two subsidiary purposes of the pilot studies were first, to
provide a set of data that might be of use in general practice education-'
al and training programmes within each region, and second, to go some
W!lif towards fulfilling the aim.g' of the project if, for any reason,
the main survey ceuld not ta~e place.
A total of 721 trainers were approached through' the pilot studies in
the five regions, of whom 630 (87%) provided at least part of the informa-
tion requested. There are obvious deficiencies in confining the pilot
studies to GP trainers, since they are unlikely to be representative of
the profession as a whole. They were selected mainly for roe-sons of
exped.i.",ncy, since they offered a way of testing out the research methods
among a large number of practitioners at 101< cost. When the main sur-
vey has been completed, however, thE) data from the pilot surveys will
enable some comparisons to be made between GP trainers ani! the profes-
































THE BACKGROUND JJID AIMS OF THE PROJECT
The project, which is part of a ,dder programme of won. on various
aspect" of the supply, distribution and use of general medical
practitioners, originated with the question: what is a reMcnable
number of patients for GPs to have on their lists? It is an
important question that has exercised doctors, administrators, poli-
ticians and cor.mO.ttees of enquiry for many years. The wa:y it is
ans,rered carries" important implications in ma.r,y areas of health care
policy. It is clear, however, that there is no 'correct' or
generally agreed answer. Published opinions about a reasonable
list size have varied widely (from under 1,700 to over 3,000)
according to the motives of those who have expressed them and the
factors that have been tc':wn into consideration. Faced with such
a wide range of opinion about a. reasonable list size for GPs, the
Royal Commission on the National liealth Service recommended in 1979
that, before a maximUlIl or minimum list size is adopted as national
policy, considerable research should be carried out on what the Commis-












2.2 It is evident from the literature that there is a diversity of
opinion not only about the actual size of a reasonable list, but
also about the concept of 'reasonableness' itself. vlliat is
reasonable to one cbs'erver from one perspective ma;y be quite un-










































depends upon the terms of the debate and the criteria that are used•
For ip~tance, as list sizes increase, the behaviour of GPs is bound to
chal1ge: they ma;y wor,,: longer hours, have lower consultation rates,
spend less time on each consultation, ma.'<:e fewer home visits, do less
work outside the practice, offer fewer services within the practice,
or 3XJY combination of these. By comparing the worlt patterns of
GPs with different list sizes, it is possible to trace the variations
in behaviour that seem to be a consequence of the numbers of
patients on their lists; but the question remains of "hether these
varia.tions arc relevant to the choice of a reasonable list size.
There is fairlY clear evidence, for example, that list size is inverse-
lY related to patients' accessibility to the doctor: GPs with
larger lists tend to have lower rates of surgery consultations and
ho.'lle visits that.>. those with sraallcr lists. But does this actuallY
matter? How low do surgery consultation and home visiting rates
have to be before the lis-o is considered unreasonablY large? And
is this ~.n appropriate criterion to -be using at all?
Tnis question was tackled in t.e'le cg,rlY part of the project by looking
for criteria that have been used by the prof3ssion iteself to dis-
tinguish between reasonable und unreasonable list sizes. !lot sur-
prisinglY, they have been many and varied, but one that ho.s.recurred
in me dico"poli tical debates about a reasonable list size is that of










































large when they constrain doctors to behave in ways that fall sig-
nificantly short of an acceptable standard. The argument has
often lacked supporting evidence, and usually the notion of stan-
dards has been poorly articulated. lIevertheless, there are good
common-sense reasons for using the criterion of standards as the
basis for an evaluative study of li st sizes in general practice •
2.4 'First, ·it is .e.tI·accept~.blE' criteri"ll withi~ the profession. To
locate the question of a reasonable list size ,·Tithin the context of
standards of care is to adopt an approach that is consistent with
professional thinking and attitudes. Second, it is a tenable criterion .
It is, a "priori, a plausible hypothesis that doctors with larger
lists are less able to offer a given standard of care to their patients
than those with s!Tlaller lists. Third, by using the concept of
standards as the critericn of reasonableness, the beneficiaries of a
reasonable list size are the patients (through the better care they
receive) as well as the doctors (tllrt"ugh the enhanced professional
satisfe.ction they deri VB from their work) .
Yet however sensible ~le approach ~ be in principle, in practice
it raises profoundly difficult questions. How are acceptable
stMdards of care to be defined and measured? v/ho is to decide
what constitutes an ac~eptable standard, and on what grounds? What
is the nature of 1;.1-)e relationship between list size and standards?










































outside about the importance of articulating and maintaining good
standards of care, the techniques for doing so are still rather rudi-
mentary and attitudes towards them are often hostile. The Royal
Commission on the ~lationa.l Health Service, reporting in 1979, ,fas
forced to conclude that, whilst it is national policy to reduce
list sizes, 'it is not know if this influences the effectiveness
or humane quality of patient care' •
2.6 Much time ~Tas spent in the early part of the project in clarifying
the particular research questions to be tackled and the concepts and
methods to be used in doing so. The broad approach to the 1efinition
and measurement' of standards of care was influenced by the JlInericlW.
literature on the assessment of quality, and by a larger 8..11d more
complex study of stl'lll.do.:rd-setting'in general. practice ,that is -based
at the universi ty of Newcastle Upon Tyne. Central to this api,roe,ch
is a crucial distinction bet\feen standards and performance. Sta.11-
dards are regarded as SUbjective opinions about the w~s in which things
should be done. They are idee,ls to be aimed at, and they therefore
belong to the norrnative world of 'haw things ought to be' • Perform·-
ance,_o:l the other haud, describes the w~s in which things actually
~ done. Measures of pcrfo=ce therefore belong to the empirical
world of 'how things really are', and they can be used to map the
extent to hich pre-set standards are actUally being attained•
2.7 The distinction between standards and performance offered a frame-










































If standards could be set for specific aspects of the GP's work (if,
that is, opinions coulC be elicited about the WS<fS in which those
aspects of the GP I S work should be conducted), and if the GP 1 S
actual performance in those aspects ef his work could be measured,
then it would be possible to see whether the relationship bet~Teen
the norma.tive standard and the actual performance in any particular
aspect of the GP's worl: is related to the size of the list. It
would, in other words, be possible to test the proposition that, ~nth
inc!"easing list size, GPs became increasingly unlikeJ.y to attain
specified standards in different aspects of their work.
Before this framework could be; tried out in real practices, two
further questions of principle had to be resolved. The first was:
'who should set the sts2:dards?' Several kinds of people could be
involved in setting standards of ce.re in general practice, including
individual GPs, groups of GPs acting in consensus, other menbers of
therrimary health care team, 'experts' in the field (such as senior
GPs or specialists), 'outside' academics, or patients. In this
project it was decided to restrict the task of standard-settinB to
general practitioners onJ.y. There were two reasons for this. First,
by basing the project upon the standards set by GPs themselves, the
results may be taken more seriousJ.y by the profession. Second,
the argu;nent about a reasonable list size is usualJ.y couched in terms
of the difficulty that GPs "ith large lists experience in attaining
the sto.:\dards that they themselves "ould "ish to do. Having
































there re"lained the possibility of inviting them to do so individually
(personal standards) or collectively in groups (consensus st&~dards)•
It was decided to elicit the opinions of individual GPs (personal
sta.;-.dards), pa..-tly because of the sheer difficulty of getting GPs to
.'3at ccnsenaus standards· iD [STau;:?:I mid p.srtJ..y bccc.use of ·'c:~8 ~ocus ef
the resee.rch on the relationship between standards and performance for
individual GPs with different list sizes •
The second question of principle to be resolved was: for what par-
ticular aspects of general practice should standards be set &~d
perfo=snce measured? General practice includes many different
activities. &~d it is clea.rly impossible to set stanc.ards and
measure performance for all of them. The literature on standard-
setting in medical practice often identifies three components of
practice that car; be the focus of study: structure. process and
outcome. The outcome of care 18 usually regarded as the most
salient component of practice for setting stanc'.ards and measuring
perform-cace. althoug..'1 the difficulties involved in studying outcome
are so :launting that most investigations have concentrated on the










2.10 The logic of this project suggested that the areas of general practice
to be included in the research should be deternined not by theoretical
arguments about the relative Lleri ts of structure. process and outcome,
but through a pragmatic consideration of those aspects of practice




























standard as lists increase in size. The shopping list was compiled
in different wa;ys. Some aspects were culled from the me dico-politica1
de;n.te about list sizes i some '"\Tere identified in on earlier litera-
ture review; sor~ were included at the specific request ef the DHSS;
and some emerged from exploratory interviews that were conclucte(l,
wi th a small number of GPs in the very early stages of the project •
In all, seven distinct aspects of ::,>ractice were included in tllli
pilot studies. They are:
accessibility
consultation length
the range of services offered in the practice
special care of the housebound chronically ill
special care of the elderly
repeat prescribbg
the preveC\tion of disease and the promotioJ::.
of health •
These are aspects partly of the structures and partly of the pro-
cesses of general prac":/, C('), and in the a:lalyses that fo110'! they have
each beer: broken dOir.1 i:lto :lore specific oomponent parts .
2.11 The purpose and cims of the project ca.'1 nO'_ be summarised. The
investigation is concerned with the question of a reasonable number
of patients for GPs to have 011 their lists, and it approaches the

















stmlQc,xr}s d.o trainers set for the!p.selves in the selected. aspects of
actuclly perform in the selecte(1.,"spects of practice 5.n,1 fl'nJ d08S
as list sizes incre~.se, prp..ctitioners e.re less likely to achieve the
stDJ.1clc.rds they set fOL' the",selves i:l differ'cnt aspects of their work.
A star"lard is seen as Q.l1 opiniop.. or judgement about the ;TfW in which
something ought to be lone, i:lllu. once set, a stQ.l1dard CQ.l1 be used as
a benchmarj., against lI!lich t::> eVlluate the way in 1,hich it is actuslly
done. In the pilot study r'_portec. here, staadards were set by in-
dividual GP trainers for seven different e,spects of practice, and
they l18re then cOIDpo.re d wi th the actual per:forLw.nce of the trainers .
















IJr~~ctice $ an:l hC~.l do these va:r-;,,-;-Tith list size? How do trainers
-



















MC€: of trainclrs come to their prc-set standards s ana. how does this








vo1ved in different ways in this phase of the project, ::lost of them
pro.ctitioners ,Tho had "ith"r collaborated in previous studies or vTho
ance the basic aims of the project had ~een worked out, the feasibility
of attail,ing the::l had to bc; tested in the real world of general prac-
possible methods among friendly practitioners • ~'\lTelve GPs \-Tere in-












... Were syw~athetic to being used in this way. Because of tl1:~ tentative
12 GP3. the various iastruElents had evolved to the point ''''here they
thC10 movec1. to the pilot phase, ef which this report is a part .
nature of this llhase of th8 investigation, the precisG fer-...J. of assis-
It had been d.ecided b;: this stage that. if the investigation was to
be of practical valu2 to policy'-ma1,ers and to the professi.on, the
main survey weuld nGed to be carried out among a randor.J1y selected
The project
A1'ter workinc in this ,'OS' with
could be piloted. E;ore fCr:lally under survey conditions .
tance that was seugllt varied from doctor to dcctor. Typically, hcwever,
it involved an i::itial visit to the practice by one member of the
research team. to carry out a se!:u-·structured tape-recorded interviei·r
exploring the doctor 1 s perceptions of standards~ followed by a
further visit fro," another member of the team to discuss the fe1J.si~ility
of different ways of collecting info=ation a~out performance. The
visits to each doctor were progressive in the sense that the ~uestions
:J.Skcd 8J1d the :'lethods being testerl v·'cre revisei.'. after each visit in






























Se.L."plb of G?s natic;nal~; a.nd this re'l.uirenent suggested a postal sur-
relative~ s:lall number of practitioners ·,rould have sufficed. for the
purpose of piloting the instru:nents, but following sel!"inar presenta.-
tions abo~t the project to groups of GP trainers in two regions of
England, an interest ';;as expresscO'J. by them in participating in the
pilot study. Contacts w,~re also made .rith the Advisers in General
PrC\ctice in three other regions of Er,gla.nd, all of whom readily
agreed to commend the pilot stu~ to the trainers in their regions .
In this ,·ray a total of 72'.. names ef trainers in five regions became



















3.3 In the first four regions (of which Oxford 'JaS one) the same four
inst!'UX'!ents were piloted, ·Nith on~ slight nodifications from one
.. region to the next • H01'rever) based upon the experience in these
four regions the instrume~ts were completely revised before being•
..
..
aili~nistered in the fifth region . The study in the Oxford region
a. set of 50 questions, answereD. by the trainers themselves, elicitine
their vi8"\ors about stand.ards of care in the seven selected aspects
of pr~ctice (see pc.ra. 2.10). Some background information was
also collectec about their practices and workloaQs. The wording of
the questions about stanc.ards created some difficulty. It had been
found in the initial ",:laB'" of the research (se" para. 3.1) that
GPs gave different respon~es to questions about mnimum stendards,















involved two separate nnlings to the trtuners . The first comprised
gap of six weeks was chosen to minimise the likelihood of the
type of practice population' .
to achieve in different aspects of their work', and that in doing
designed to elicit the required information about the trainers'
13
After much deliberation, the wording on
However, in view of the problems associated
in their own practices .
the questionnaire invited each trainer to identify 'what you personally
so they should answer 'frJm the point of view of a similar practice
to your o~m, in a similpr location to yours, and with a similar
,
first questionnaire, and consisted of three separate instruments
regard as the standards that general practitioners should be aiming
first instrument was a set of 22 questions to be completed by the
ced by their earlier responses to the 'standards questions. The
'!he second mailing was sent about six weeks after receipt of the
performance in each of the seven selected aspects of practice. '!he
trainers' responses to the 'performance' questions being influen-
completed by their secretaries/receptionists; and the third was
in their practices.
a simple workload recording form covering two weeks' activities
trainers themselves; the second was a set of 17 questions to be
information from this source has been used in this report .




















































A total of 91, trciners ','ere identified in the Oxford reg-ion by the
negional Orgll.l1iser for General Practice Training. 'The first
mailing wp.s sent in Jul.v 19R2, And WOB accorr[J8l1ied JJy o. covering
letter from the SeniC" Hesearch Fellow p.nd a letter of cOl:nren(lation
non-respondents ."iChty-two completed questionnaires were returned ..
one trainer refused to co-operete: one ho.d J"l.)'1e2 cJUt ::of the regiron .
and ten die' not reply at all. After subtractin.s the trainer who
had left the reOon:-:..'on the number of "liob1e resp(mdents, the


































The second mniline; WIID sent some six weeks after receipt of the first
questionnaire, and DB in the first )jailing, one foll01"-up remin-
der WOB sent to non-respondents. Of the 82 trainers to who," the
second mailing was sent, 611 (78%) respondei'.. Expressinr: the respon-
ses as n percent:.'.",,, ef the 93 elir,ib1e trainers in t.he region, 64
trainers (69~) prcnded the :full rp.ngc of information requested, 18
(19%) pranded p=tial inf'o=tion, and 11 (121,) pronde:l no informc;-
tion at FIll. rr11is lS re garc1e cl. as a satis facto:r::r response rate ~ onc~
one thp.t is similar to the rates achi eve n. in the other four regions.
Tne 82 trainers ·..rhe replied to the first s3.iling more reason9.bly rep-
resentative of the 93 eli[(ih1e trainers to wholO' it was sent. Trainers
in the BenDUr;r e.nc. North=pton e,reas of the ree:ion were slightly un(~e::­


























who were not members of the Roycl College of (',eneral Pre,ctitioners .
In general, however, the high response r"te to the first mailing (88%) c,
COLlbined with the rel1resente.tiYe cOtqJosition of those who replier],
confiI'lllB that the results 8.re typical of the total J:lcpulation of
GP trainers in thd Oxford region .
The 64 trainers who replied to the second !!'cilin,,: ;Tere reMonably
representativ'C of t.he 82 trainers to wher' it ;Tas sent. Younger
trainers Md those with larger lists then the ,wers<," Hore slichtJ.;:{
undeJ;-represented, ·"nel those 1fith smaller p:r-Bctice sizes thllIl the
9.wrage were "'o,rkecJl,y unc,er-represented. Fith the exception ef the
latter feature ~ howevl~r~ the results fror1 the sec,::;,nd illr:-.iling 3,re
rec;e.rded 'lS typice,l of the total group of tr~j,ners tc whon it was
sent.
Befor<' presenting the results of the pilot study, their "eficiencies•
..
3.9
















and methoJs of the :::'Y',,>ject itself, others fro!'! the perticular circwJ-
stences of the pilot studies. Dealin£ first with those ste~ing
from the inherent liloitatiolls of the projc'ct, the following ob-
servations ["W help to set this report in an appropriate r>erspective .
3.10 First. the in~,stig~tion is confined to those aspects ef practice
for which meesures of standards end perfO!"7',MCe CM feMihl,y be
ohtcined through the J21eC'.i u10 of a postllJ. s1ll'vey. I!1pcrtDnt though














less tangible qUalities of sensitivity, professional aCUGBll.
skill in cOBrlUnication ood so on, that are eg.uall<! ir~ortant
components of the quality of CF.re. The project r,'akes no clairof'
whatsoever to comment on the overall })erfcrmrnce of general p~ac···
titioners, it confineR itself explicitly to a smul nu~.ber of meDBur-
able a.spects of prc.ctice .
3.11 Second, the stu~y is confined entirely to aspects ef the structure
&ld prccess of generel prc,ctice ~ rnd h'13 not~inf tc sr:y about the
ment c~ outcome snc1. the identification of cau8P~1 links between prc-
cesseR anc. outc0T:le) h?s y;ro"lTed to be so 0.ifficnlt thgt attention !1USt
eX8rJPle j there r'~'1_Y ~Je li ~~t,ll: "': l~UC in 3. GP cB-rrying out the pro·-







outcome ()f c€!re. I~ .:::."le se!lsr:' this is aT'} i?~pcrtant omissirn.


















be limited. for the tim" beinC upon standp.:rd.s of' structures ond pro-
cessess that are ~elie:~:,~'0_ to be related to B. f2VC1"'X8.1::1e 0UtCOYc:'2. It
is pro1.Jable that the trainers in the Oxford re'Sion "r.se" their choice
of standards on the oBs'1TIption that, if they cou11 '·"" atta.ined, the
OUtCCJl"J.8 of cn.re vaule "A~ C00d. ~']hc:thel" or not thEt is a re es on···
able assut~tion is c matter for the reader to decide.
3.12 Third, the rC:""l.tp,bility Md 'r~.li-1.ity l'f S"2"\" nfthe questions used
in thG study rJfJ(! be SUSTGct. !. 'lucstic'n is re;:-eo.table if it yields
c0nsistent rnswers >mcnever it is nske~ r? the srze SUbject. In










































grounds for doubting whether all the responses of the trainers
were consistently held opinions or whether they were (at least
to some extent) off-the-cuff replies that would differ if the
questions were repeated. No repeatability checks were carried
out in the pilot studies. A question is valid if it elicits
a 'true' or 'real' account of whatever it intends to measure •
No systematic validation checks were made, but some of the
questions were repeated in different contexts. For example,
in the first mailing trainers were asked to estimate the
average number of surgery consultations and home visits they
made each "eek, and in the second mailing receptionists were
asked to reco!"d the actual number of surgery consultations and
home visits in the appointment book for the most recent week
when the trainer was not on leave. The first question WeB ex-
pected to be no more than an informed guess or impression of
the 'average' number of patient contacts in a 'typical' week .
The second question was more specific, yielding infonnation from
booking di~.ries and records. The data from these two sources
cannnot be compared directly, but they nevertheless showed a
reasonable degree of association , albeit with the trainers'
estimates of the weekly numbers of surgery consultations and home











































3.13 Fourth, many of the questions about standards required an uncondi-
tional response, making no allowance for those who wished to
qualify their answers in any wrr;[. There is an obvious element
of distortion here in which the subtlety of a conditional or
qualified answer is sacr:ficed for the sake of one that can be cate-
gorised with those of other respondents. Replies that could not
be clearly cdegOl-ised were assigned to a 'not known' code, and
there is for this reason a larger number of such cases than would
normally be the case .
3.14 The main deficiencies in the data resulting from the particular cir-
cumstances of the pilot studies are two-fold. First, the number
of respondents in each region was quite small, confining the snaly-
ses to simple forms and liI:ri.ting the calculation of statistical sig-
nificances. Allied to this is the fact that different numbers of
trainers replied to the t;ro mailings, reducing the numbers still
further. Secvnd, the processes of analysis have revealed ambigui-
ties of wording in certain questions (and therefore in the replies
to those questions) 'c':at could not entirely have been foreseen
during the compilation 0:: the questionnaires. It is, of course,
one of the main purposes of pilot studies to detect such flaws and
correct them hefore beginning the main survey; but the reader will
doubtless be irritated by a number of annoying inadequacies that
















BACKGROUND CHARACTERISITICS OF THE TRAINERS AND THEIR PRACTICES
Sex, age and College affiliation
The 82 trainers who responded to the first mailing were atypical
of GPs national~, being younger (measured in terms of years since
qUalification), more oriented towards the Royal College of
General Practitioners, and containing fewer women than the

















4.2.1 The identification of the trainers' personal list sizes was diffi-
cult in the case of partnerships. A distinction was made between
practices in which each doctor had a personal list of petients end
those in which patients were free to consult any of the partners.
In the former practices, the trainers' personal lists were taken as
the numbers of patients registered with them. In the latter
practices, in order to take account of the uneven distribution of
work that usual~ resulted from a free-flow system, the equivalent
of a personal list size was estimated by the trainers in respon~e
to the question: what size would a personal list have to be to give
you the same workload as you now have?
- 4.2.2 Of the 82 trainers who resTlonded to the first mailing, the range
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(table 1+.2). This is l~:" hie;her trwn the J~eBll list for all un-
restricted principds ic. "ngl"n<1 in 1981 (2,201). The trainers
were ask8r} whr:t tht.·ir ideal list size ':voulJ ~e J 8..'3sur.'line there
III
..






1,883. exo.ctJy 25% lower then the actual mean (teble 4.2)
4.2.3 Trainers ';<Terc Filsn ask~;d in what w~~~rs tht:y \Tould. expect the n,':!.tlU"G
or content 0:' their 'mrk to cher.ee if th'.'y suddenJy Rcquired thair








would expect to spent r.1ore ti'JS were consult$.tions; self-erlucation,
leisure, and other clinical 1101'1<: in the rractice (ta:ble ~.3).
TrAiners with lists of 2, ,;'0 ono. above were rether more likely than
the others to enphesise the extra time they v,uld expect to spend
an consultations (table 4.3).
4.3.1 The 72 tr$iners "hc; r~srondei'. to the first TIe,ilins C01'le from po...-tner-








t"c vith 9 pm:"tn,'rs (table 1,.4). r.rhe peen pn.rtnership size was
-







in smaller !'lean partnerships thm those with larger lists .
ll.~· Eriroary_hel11th ~tel:!nj..FJ~)
4.4.1 Trainers were &qkc~ in the first cailing to speci~J the whole-time











(excluding the doc'~ors), of whom the secretaries/receptionists
were the most numerous, followed by the district nurses and the
with at least a part-time health visitor and secretary/receptionist,
and all but one were in practices with at least a part-time district
nurse and midwife. Those with personal lists of less than 2,250 were
in practices with slightly smaller teams and fewer nurse tear! mem-






health visitors (table 4.5). All the trainers were in practices
percentage of the work of each nurse member of the teem that they
thel1'.selves (Le. the u'Jc':,ors) would have to do ir those nurse
4.4.2 In order to gain a feeling for the working relationships between the
trainers and their nurse colleagues, two questions were asked in







them. First, the troiners were asked to estimate the approximate
-
members were not there. The question produced critical comments
about its hypothetical nature, and the replies cannot be taken as
they would have to take on about three-quarters of the work or the
practi ce nurse, t1m-thi rds of the work or the midwi fe, two-fi fihs
of the work of the district nurse, and a quarter of the work of the
health visitor (table 4.7). These estimates varied considerably

































ta.ge of the caseload of e~"ch nurse "ember ef the tea.T!! that "as re-
ferred by the ~.Qctc,rs. The question cauced less difficulty tlum
the p2'€vious one, but it still eVQl::e~ i1"l'itatiQtl, {lll(l. F.fllW tminers
,·,ere unable to enswer it. On average, the treiners theught
that referrals from the ~.oct()rs constituted alcut three-quarters of
the t;ls;eload ('f the mid,rife, two-thi:rCls of the cllSelnc.d ef the district
nurse;j ha.lf the caselG::d of the practice n'urse, OIlI.1 n Quarter of
varied consider~bly froY' trainer to trainer, p'U'ticulAJ:'ly with respect
to the caselonD.s (if tbe practice nurse and the district nurse 11 but








the caseloe.d of tCle he~lt'l visiter (tahl" 4.8). These estimates
It.5.1 Trainers Here a.skE:>~ in "the first mailing tl') estimat.e th(; nu.."l"'Jber C)'!
hours they spent each week en different activities ,·,ithin the pre,c-






of the estinates. '~e ti~~ spent in the practice (excludinc 'on call')
...
r51,~ed fro)'! und.er ;>5 hours per week to wore than 55. "'he r>.ean es-
tirlateJ. nu.--:lbel' ,:;:f h::ilU'S spent per w'eek on all practice [',cti'rities
"OS ),7.1 - hig.'wr thm that USUally fC'lmd in other surveys (t'lble 4.9).















personal lists 0" l,ess thvn 2,250 ha?, lower estirldes r,f' the tctcl
amCU!lt of ti:ne spent wi t:,in the practice, and pp,rticuJ.arly of' the












4.5.2 The estinatetl tic,e srer,t c'n professional activities l)utsic1e the
trainers to t91':".e cn less 0utsiJe ";,Tork as their list sizes increes-~








~be mcst COm8cn outside ncti1Qties were in-











(tar,le 4.11). nrt:'liners 1 estinates o!: thE: hcurs spent 1 0n call"
..






tl1~ount of tiro.e spent 1 0n call i vere siDilo.r tc the-se r~-;:perted in
other surveys .
4.5.4 Trainers 't-,"ere 8.8ke,:;. in the seccnd 1:n5l.iling 1l·")'W frequently they uere
..












wet; frO!J one t~:-oiner 1.-hlC ne"lrer ioTcrlr.ec, :)n Cl 8ntttr(1['~y to 3 who sf'J.d
they were on Cluty every i'atu:rd.ey (table, JI.12) .
Uorkloacl
------
.'1.(,.1 mo, t t' t "ht' cl 0 th "."










trainers • In the first mailing the trainers were asked to estimate
a wide range in surgery workload, from about 50 to 250 consultations
their average weekly number of surgery consultations and home visits,
and in the second mailing the receptionists were asked to give the







appointment book for the previous week . Both estimates showed
(estimated by the respondents) and 123 (recorded in the appointment








4.6.2 The trainers tended to have !!lore surgery consultations per week
as their list sizes increased, whichever estimate was used (table




when the number of surgery consultations was expressed as a rate
per 100 patients on the list (table 4.14).
of visits was wide in both estimates. from none to 45 per week,
-
..
4.6.3 Similar patterns were evident in the data on home visits. The range
and the trainers 1 own estimates were higher than the numbers recorded
visits ;per week as their list sizes increased, but the effect m.s-




























patients on the list (tnble 4.16) .
4.6.4 Trdners were nsb'c. in the> first :"ceiling to rate their feelings
about their 'wrkload 0': "simple thrne-lJOint scale. About hell'
(52~;)' felt they were ;}ct oveJ:",.,.orkec., or1'l two-fifths (42:1,) felt
they were rJoderately overworke,l (table 4.17). Tr"iners Clith list
sizes of less thml 2,250 were a little less like~ to recard theE"
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trniners were incree.singly likely to rei~~.rd the:t;1selves n.s over--
worked ~s their nlli...."bers cf surgery consu.ltati0nS9!lC hone visits
r:::,sc.
4.7.1 The GP trainer'3 in the Oxford region who replied to the first
mailing ·{Ter,:::)' BB ~ €.troup;; atY1?ic[l~ cf GP };:rincipc.ls nationally:
c0lclpared "ith the IJro:fersion 013 o. Ifhole they were yc)ungt;r (::Jensurecc
in terms of the, nllr'ber of yeo.rs since qualification), were ;,ore
Orier.ted to;rards the Reycl College ef Genercl Practitioners, contllineC,
fe\~"er '·TOl1.;:.~n, had ls.!-~~..E;r ::-".:>sn peraone..l list sizes, vcrk8'1 in
larger practices wit,h }. ~:·-:.:::er primo.r.y henlth co..re tC:ll.JS, ?nd. -L)ro~ably
spent more tine ~fcY'~:i::lg in their p!'Q.ctices .
4.7.2 The group was, however. by no moens hOlC1oe;eneous. In spite of their
COlll0l0n status !18 trainers, the,r clisplcyed a large degree of diversity
on nost ef the bllcl'ercunc. varia';lcs reported in this section. In
Som" cases this diversity is lmexceptione-ble. There are ne obvious










































profession as ~ whole in terms of their personal list sizes, their
practice sizes, or the cCr!Position of their primllr)r health care
teams. It. is less expected, !1.nwever, that lar,}e. vari ations should
also have occurred ~~one the truiners in their use of tine or their
veekly nunber of i1utient conto.ct!i;
)1,7.3 The mean personal list size of the group of trainers (2,511) was
141, higher than the mean for all unrestrictec1 principals in EnGland
in 1981, end 33% higher than the mean ideal list size ef the ~cup.
'llie principal benefit of a smaller list was felt to be the langer
consultations that could ensue. Trainers "ith lists of less tha.'l
2,250 differed from 1;he oefiers in a number of "a-VS: they were
yOlmger,. they worke.;. in emaller partnerships with smaller primary
health care, t"mns; they. spent fewer hours each week on surgerJ con-
sultations and hor1e visits and saw fewer patients, they spent more
time each week on activities outside the practice; and they "ere
less likely to reGard. the!I1Selves as ovenJorked.
4.7.4 The trainers appeared to differ considerably amongst themselves in the
w"!{fs they related to the nurse '1embers of their prinnry health care
teruns, though these dil'ferences were not associated with list size .
Questions about the proportion of the nurses 1 work that woule, in
their absence, have to be done by the doctors, and ahout the propo~­










































revealed a ranee ef ccllatorative styles that rJ.ght well influence
the number of pe.tieClts fer whom the trainers could provide a com-
parable level ef service. Moreover, the tre.iners related in dif-
ferent w:1Ys to clifferent nursing members of the tero,,: the health
visitor, for example, was much 1'1Ore independent and dispensable than
the l:ud1>Tife, district nurse Cl' practice nurse .
4.7.5 'ille trainers esthlated that they spent, on average, 117 hours
per week on practice work, 4 hours on work outside the practice •
and 26 hours f on c,all'. These estimates e.re s01'lewhat hig!ler
than those reported in other studies end may be cver-estir&'1tes of the









































- --,..._.._--------_.__._._- ._--_._---_._----_.- ------ ._---._----------
...
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2 ( 2%) 24 ( 29%)
22 ( 27%) 47 ( 57%)
l3( 16%) 4 ( 5%)
23 ( 28%) 5 ( 6%)























TABLE 4.3 Expected ch~ in work pattern if' idea.l list acquired
677; 69% 71,% 82~h
50% 85% 70% 731
50% 54% 48% 41%
50% 77% 57r. 64/&
38% 31% 5771 32%







































NOTE: most respondents gave more thon one answer; the cumulati....e
percentages thercf'ore exceed 100 •
-
-
TABLE 4.4 'proj;~ership size
--- ---_•._-----------_ .._--- ------_ .._-_ ..-•._----_...__.-
------,--- --'-_.._--- -------.---------_._,-----_._-------_. --_.-.
PJ\RT!!ERSHIP PERSONAL LIST SIZE
SIZE less than 2,250- ? ~500- 2,750 TOrJ:L
2,250 2,499 2,71'9 end 'abQ'Je'.
_._-------_._._----_._----------.__.•--._--_.---.- -------,
1, 2, 3 8 ( 33%l 2 ( 15%) 6 ( 26%) 3 ( 14%) 19 ( 21''')
4 8 ( ~3%) 5 ( 39%) 6 ( 26%) 7 ( 32%) 26 ( 32%)
5 5 ( 0-' ) 2 ( 15;'0 6 ( 26%) 6 ( 27%) 19 ( 0~d\(.::J... /; (." _' ., I
6 or more 3 ( 13%) 4 ( 31%) 5 ( 22%) F- ( 27%) 18 ( 22'~)
































Mean number of members of p~·i~e~t.h..c~_t.e¥l.errrp.loyei!.













Nurse in the practice























TABLE 4.6 Me~be~ of members c:fJl.rim.!!:!X..h£pl~h.£a!:E'_.:tell!llS_jwl)oJ,.e.::~ir.~e
e.9Eivalents) pe.!:. fulL-time doctor in the...J2!!'-s:tice
-------------- -------._-_._-
------------ ------- ------------ -- ----- --- ---.. -----_.----























































TABLE 4 ..] Estimated percentage of work ~u~o"'bers of P!iC'I' th~t
doctors would ~.1£ ~o_it:: ~?_~ere no~_present
--------
-------------------------
----------- ------ .---- ----------- -----_..
21 ( 26%J 30 ( 37%) 11 ( 131 )
13 ( 16%) 18 ( 22%) 8 ( In;")
17 ( 21%) 8 ( 10~O 1'-1 ( IT)
10 ( 12%) h ( 5:0 27 ( ~--<"/ \_~, J










































TABLE 4.8 Estinw.ted_ pe rcent age of the case10ad of mITse members of



























7 ( 9%) 3 ( 4:1,) 40 ( 49%) 9 ( 11;;:)
9 ( 11%) 12 ( 15%) 23 ( 28%) 3 ( 1,.1 ':'T, i
28 ( 34%) 30 ( 37%) 2 ( 2%) 14 ( lTc()
13 ( 16%) 24 ( 29%J 1 ( 1:0 47 ( 57')
25 ( 30%) 13 ( 16%) 16 ( 20%) 9 ( ,,1 )..1.. ... )
..
Total 82 (100%) 82 (100%) 82 (lOO%) 82 ( 10);:)
..
..
Mean 62% 22%. 75%
..
..
NOTE: the cateGory 1 ne c.'lswer' has been omitted from the calculation






















































































































NOTE: the time spent on trmrelling to home visits is included in the







TABLE 4.10 Estimate,: :"",-a~~21-"reber of ho~rs~e?t per .reek on all






















wss than 2 9 ( 38%) 3 ( 23%) 7 ( 30%) 6 ( 27%) 25 ( 3(~1 )
2-3 0 3 ( nO 3 ( 13%) 6 ( 27%) 12 ( 15f:'
4-5 5 ( 21%) 3 ( 23%) 6 ( 26:1) 4 ( 18%) 18 ( r,,.-, 'i' \'-:"-~. - ,




Total 24 (100%) 13 (100%) 23 (100%) 22 (100%) 82 (1(,')1)
'--- --_._._.••......_._._--- ._-_•..._---_.





Hesn 4.6 4.2 4.0 4.3
-
...
TABLE 4.11 Estimated. !CG811 number of hours spent ~.week.~p._ c~~:J,'
c,trtd:1,:, nO!"!:llll "orkif[e hours


































') f 8%) 2 ( 15%) 5 ( 22%) 8 ( 35% ) 17 ( '"'1,"nI.• I c. ___ ,_ i
9 ( 38%) 4 ( 31%) 9 ( 39%) 5 ( 23%) 27 ( 3?:~:)
3 ( 13%) 3 ( 23%) 2 ( 9%) 4 ( 18%) 12 ( 15!)
3 I 13%) " ( 15%) 5 ( 22%) 2 ( 9%) 12 ( I"! \,. .- ,-,
7 ( 29%) 2 ( 15%) 2 ( 9%) 3 ( 14%) 14 ( ., e-:.o. I
24 (1007) 13 (100%) 23 (lOO;\) 22 (100%) 82 (LOn




















Never 1 ( 2%)
Every week 3 ( 5:1,)
Evol"'J t~lO ~,eeks 11 ( 17%)
One weEl<: in three 15 ( 231,)
One week in fnur 21 ( 33%)








TABLE I, .13 Average numb~ sursery consult~ti~Jl."'!:.'yeek:




---- ._--_._..-- ..~_ .._-----
10 ( 12%) 13 ( 20%)
11 ( 13%) llf ( 22::~)
lC ( 23%) 21 ( 33%).7
III ( 17%) 5 ( 8%l
14 ( 17':0 4 ( 6%l
13 ( 16%) 3 ( 5"0
, ( r1,) 4 ( 6%)~
---- -------_._--------_._- -------_._-
NOTE: the category 'no answer' has been omitted from the calculation










































TABLE 4.14 Avero,ge number of_s_urgery .£~~li;.?-tion.~,:2-",:r 'feek, end





















.~verage mruber 122 136 157 142 13:;·
rate per 100
patients 5.7 5.7 6.2 4.6 5,(;
•
!lumber of cases 23 13 23 22
APPOIllTl.\EHT RECORDS
------._------- -._---'- --,_.--------_._----,-- -
----,---_.,---,---------
120 141 145 120
5.0 5,1; 4.5 5.1
._---- -,-_.. _----------
















TABLE ill AveraB£.E~.l>.er of hODe _visits ~E.]!~"'~,:__traine:::'s' estinates
.;me. app:ointment r", cords
-
--------------------_._--------_.- --------------
None 1 1%) 9 ( l!~%)
Less than 10 9 ( 11%) 15 ( 23%)
10-14 20 ( 24%) 1); ( 22%)
15-19 18 ( 22%) 8 ( 13%)
20-21+ 13 ( 16%) 8 ( 13%)
25-29 10 ( 12%) ;;> ( 3%)
30 or more 11 ( 13%) 2 ( 3%)
No e.nsi"er 0 6 ( 9%)
_.--_._._-----
Total 82 ( 100%) 64 (100%)
--- '-_.._,--~-_ .._--------- .._-
~lean 18 12





















TABLE 4.16 Average number of home visits per_w"ek-L~d rate ner 100











18 19 20 13
0.7 0.8 0.7 o -,• I
-_.._._-----_ ..

























Very overworked 2 ( 8%) 0 1 41) 1 ( 5%) 4 ( 5/)
Moderately
over"orked 10 ( 42%) 8 ( 62%) 14 ( 61%) 11 ( 50%) 43 ( 52~)
Not oveI'lwrked 12 ( 50%) 5 ( 38%) 8 ( 35%) 9 ( 41%) 34 ( 425':;)





































































5.1.1 The first aspect of practice with which the project is concerned
is accessibility (see p~ra. 2.10). For the purposes of the
pilot sutdy in the Oxford region, the concept of accessibility
was broken down into eight constituent pm·ts, and info=ation ,ms
sought about the trainers' stondards a.no, perform1Jllce in each





questions have viticted e. tight cOI1parison between stnnclards and
perfornance in SOJ'le cl1Ses .
5.2 HO~2f opening of pra~tice nremises
5.2.1 Trainers were asked in the first l~ailing for hm, long they






















ceIltionists wereaske"[ .t.) report the actual tines of opening.- Table 5.1
ShO~TS the replies. There wrns a tlide variation among the trainern
in both their stn..'lc'.'lrds (frOI.1 7 to 11 hours) and. their perfOrI'latlCe
(from 7 to 12 hours) ,. but these v~riations "ere not systeEatically
associated with list size .
5.2.2 The 64 trainers who replied to both mailings (that is, who pro-
vided information about ho.th standards and performonce )were divided
into three categories: those whose performonce WD,S the same as
the standards they had set; those whose performence wos better, an-.'
,
table 5.2. Overall, 58% of the trainers had the SflJDe perf::mnance
as the standard they h~d set; 30% hed a better performance; onc. 13%
had a worse lJorfom.~ce. There were no consistent variations o.:01one;
trainers "ith differing list sizes, althoWlh by virtue of the
somewhat higher st~dard8 they had set, those with lists of 2,250 -
2,499 were less li~e=y than the rest to have a better perform8nce

























5.3 Hours of avai~nbi1ity of a doctor on practic~rel~s~
5.3.1 Trainers werE' e.s}:ed in the first :;-,ai1ine; for how long each dey
they thoue;ht a doctor should a.lw1\Ys be avai1o.h1e cn m~in practice
premises. In the secone, roailing the receptionists wers asked to report
the Qctual times of availability. Tnble 5.3 shows the replies of
-


















the trainers in both their st~.ndards (from 2~ hours to 10~ hours)
Il.'ld their perfo!'!l1~nce (ITOI'! 4 hours to 11 ho'U,:i'6), but thes," varia-
tions WEre not systematically !1Ssociated vith list size.
5.3.2 The reln.tionship behreen the standarilil ~.nc. the perfcrennce of the 64
trainers who rcrpli;:;d tc tJoth mailine;s is shown in t~J)le 5.4. The
picture is cloudec: by t',le large proportion of trainers (30%) who
failed to ;.rovide precise I10Swers to the questions. Overa11, '20%
of tlK trainers hr.d the SI1."le perforr.Jl1Oce AS the st:mdarc1 they had
set; 20% had a better performance; I10d 30% had a 'rorse performance .

















that the relationship between standards ~nd perfcrrwnce'oDy be as-
sociated with list si~e, treiners with lists of less than 2,500 were
[Jore likely thm1" "those with larger lists to have a better perfor"cnce
than their ste.no.ro.'d .
Evening surgeries
~.4.1 Trainers were asked in the first ~ling whether they thought nor~al
surgeries should ~e field in the evenings) end in the second ns.iling
lThether evening sur;;:eries were actually held in their practices .
An evening sur!·:ery 1<as defined as one finishing a.t 6 p.n. or later.
..
The replies are shown in table 5.5. Sixty-eight percent of those
who replied to the first I!l,dling thought thnt normo.1 surgeries sh~u1<±
be held in the evenings, the proportion being slig.l1t1y larger









mailing were actually holding evening surgeries,' the proportion
being higher enong these with the largest a~d the smallest lists
than those with inte~edinte list sizes.
with difrerins list sizes, although those with the smallest (less
then 2,250) and. the largest (2,750 and above) lists vcre Hore lilcely
The relationship between the stnndards nnd the performance of the
64 treiners who replierl to both mailings is shown in table 5.6 .
Overall, 67% of the trainers had the sene performance as the stan-





































than the others to have a better performance than their standard•
Evening surgeries
Trainers were asked in the first mailing whether they thought
normal surgeries should be held at weekends, and in the second
mailing whether weekend surgeries were actually held in their
practi ces. Table 5.7 shows the replies. Of the 82 trainers who
replied to the first mailing, 34% thought that Saturda;v surgeries
should be held, and 63% thought they should !!.Q!. be held. Trainers
with lists of less than 2,500 were ~arkedly less likely than those
with larger lists to favour Saturda;v surgeries. Of the 64 trainers
who replied to the second mailing, virtually all (97%) were actually
holding Saturda;v surgeries, there being no significant variations
















5.2.2 The relationship between the standards and the performance of the
64 trainers who replie'! to both mailings is shown in table 5.8.
Since virtually all were actually providing weekend surgeries, it
is no surprise to rind that, overall, 31% of the trainers had the
same performance as the standard they had set, and 64% had s. better
performance. There were no consistent variations among trainers
with differing list si3es, although those with lists of less thoo
2,250 end 2,500 - 2,749 were more likely than the others to have





.'). pe.tbnt ,.,0111J. octuelly h~y~ been 'booked. As would be expected, the
replies in tables 5.9 end 5.10 show th""t the tr~iners felt there
shoul'} be a Much she,rter waiting time for an urgent then for a non-
5.6 .Deley i!l...;')b~~n~,) lID .NJ!lointment
5.6.1 Trainers were presented in the first ~1ciling with the hypothetics~
In the seconc: msiling thE,;, rscr;ptionists W2r~~ aske'_~ ,il1~~n suchdoctor .
c. surgery consultation with his usual dector c.bout en urgent and
e. non-urcent =tter, &l1 they were aske'} what they thought w!'lS th<e













urgent 11atter: 41% thought that the maxiTIUl~ wait should be (JUY
six hour" for on urgent matter, whilst none selectec"!' six hours as the
Trainers with lists ')f less than 2,500 "ere nore lib"ly thrn the
rest to report that SPJCle-·day appoil1t1'lents would have been made for
There WD1J no sif11ificantmaximll'1 wait for a )Cen-urgent matter.
respect of Ul'r;ent matters .
sponse in th'c o.ctue.l time that an appointment WO\.110. have: been made;
amoet ~l (92;n of the receptionist,; whr }'''pli'<; te the second
mailing reportee. that an appointment wouJ.d hf1.ve been l'lClde on the
s~.ne Jay for en urgent matter ccnp'l!'"d with 19% who sdd that e. same-'
day appoirJtn~:mt would he-vE; been !~ade for n, non-urgent mntter .
variation Bl'lonv the rer-:.ies of trainers ·.ith different list sizes
in consultations e'er ",-n-urgent matters, but those ,.-ith lists of
































the different categories of response to the tvo questions. Rm;ever,
all approxima.te comparison CI'JIl be "'ade by ass1.1L'in£ that the response
categories to the 'standards' question (i.e. '6 hours', '24 hcu~s',
and '48 hours or nore') nre the equivalent of those to the 'performance'
question (i.e. 'sm')e de;y', , fol101nng da.y', rl.lld '2 er nore dll¥S later') .
On this o.ssmrrptien, the relationship bettreen the st!'ndards anc. the
perfornllIlce of the 6'. trainers 'who replied tn both ,.,t:ilings is shO'oID
goo(l in relation to thEir stonde.rds: :fever then 5% had a worsE: :per'-
for:.1811Ce then the stan(~,·.l·d they had set, 0'l1(1 the proportions with the sS!'\e
rr better r>erfrl'ma:lce t!'.nn ·$t.e,n:tl",rd were 96% for n0no<Urgent natters
onc.. (J7% for urgent r:1atters. There were no s~~ifica.nt vc.riations
among trainers with differing list sizes in the :o:l!e of urgent natters 0
but, since relatively r.!ore trainers with lists of 2,5OC wo. above
had reported dele;;'s of two or more d"",s in obt t:ining appointaents
for non-urgent matters (table 5.9), they were correspondingly less





































5.7 Classification of pa.tients ' .J'E'guests for a surp:er;y cons~tation
5.7.1 Trainers were ankec. in the first mailing hC'. it should nCITJally be
decidec whether a patient' s request fnr a. surgery consultation is
trentec' as u:t"gent or non-urgent. In t.'1e second wrilinr the receptionists
were asked how such decisions were actuvJ.ly made. Table 5.12
shows the replies. EiV1ty per cent of those who replied to the








































of his request should nom.p."lly he accepted, and 10% t.hat the recep-
tionist should normally :refer the request to the doctor. There
were no consistent variations among trainers "rith di ffe:r5ng list
sizes. The pattern of perforoa.nce was llimi.lax to that of the standards:
81% of the receptionists who' replied to the secontl l'::t!.ilins soid that the
patient's own assessr,ent ,,~ nonnally accepted, MC' again there "ere
no significant varictions of response among trainers '1ith differing
list sizes .
5.7.2 The relationship between the stendards Md the perfonnp41ce of the 64
trainers who replied tc' both nailings is shewn in tp..ble 5.13. Be-
cause of the lack of ellY obvio'lS grounds for juc.ging whether one
method is better or WOTSe then another, t.he clnssification is re"
stricted to those trainers whose perfonna.nce was the sp,ne OB the ston-
dard they had aet, an(~ these whose perfornance was different. Over-
all, 70'}! of the trainers hnd the same perforMence as the stGndard they
had set, 14% had a cliffer"nt performance; cnd 16% flJ.iled to provide
replies frorl which a clero- comparison could be Rad.3. Trainers with
list sizes of 2,500 Mc' above were less likely then these with
smaller lists to h~ve the "aRe perfornance as the standard they had
set .
5.8 Classification of paoients' requests for n. home visiit.
5.8.1 Trainers were asked in the first nmiling hO', it should normally be decided
Whether a: patient's reQudt ~C~ "- hone visit is net'. In the second
n~iYinG the, receptionists were uakeQ'Hbw such' decisions'were nctuo,llT made .
should normalJ;y- deci.>~e f:r herself, and of these, 4 indicated that.
44
that the receptionist did usually do that, at least in part .
"lnt; these replies, the data indicate that, of the 64 trainers, 38
1Venty--
How~Yer) e. partial cC?;1parison cnn te
Overall, 46% of the 82 trainers who repliec
Five of the, 64 "orainers thought that the re ceptionist
'perforl'llmce' question •
and perforuanee is not possible.
degree .
to the fj rst ~£\iline thought that the patient's mm assess'.,ent of
his need for a ho:ne visit should be accepted, l'n·~ 400( felt that the
receptionist shoulc} r<of,,'> the request to the doctor for decision .
Fifty-two per cent. (of the ll'ecerJtionists vho replied to 'the' sceood> mailinc
reported that in fe.et the petient's o,m assessment WM llsually ce-
cepted, but rJ.dditional procedurea. '>Tere. ilio reportod ond coded
separate'G'.· There were no cystematic variaticns between the'i'ei?iViIlS
of trainers with differine list sizes .
The replies, which ",re shown in tahle 5.14 e...r€ not directly comparclJle
because rrcany of the trainers gave More th/l.ll one response to the
Because of the nultiple replies that were given by "'CIly recc;t: nnists
tv the 'perfonrrance' questicn, n precise eorupariscn bet,~een standards
four of the 64 trainers felt that the receptionist should normally
refer the re'luc,st to the (I.octor to decide, and of these 14 reported
this "Ils what .!l£tuc'0.1y he.ppeneii, at least to some extent.
l'mde by taking each =,,,.ir of replies separateJ;y-. Of the 0+ trainers
,mo replied to both mailings, 31 thought thr,t the patient's own
IlSsessment shoul". nerm>J.J;y- be ~cepted, and of these 20 reported that















































(59%)were actually using methods which, at least in part, were the






same as their identified standards •
trainers among list-size groups is shown in table 5.15.
was no consistent relationship with list size •
'\'here






5.9 Arrangements for 'out-of-hours I care
thought should be made for I out-of-hours' care, end in the second
mailing what arrangements actually existed in their pra.ctices •
..
'\'he replies are shown in table 5.16• Overall, 84% of the 82
-
..
trainers who replied to the first mailing thought that the a.rrange-
ment for 'out-of-hours I care should take the form of a. rota within




tices; and 2 trainers favoured a deputising service. '\'here were no
..
-
variations between the replies of trai'lers with differing list sizes .
However, only 66% of the 64 trainers who replied to the second
ences were not related to 'list si ze, but they vere ~lated to partner-
mailing were actually operating a rota system within the partnership;











5.9.2 '\'he relationship between the standards and thE.: performance of the 64
trainers vho replied to the second mailing is shown in table 5.17.































they had set, and 19% had a different performance. Seven of these
latter caSes consisted of trainers who thought that there should be
a rota arrangement within the partnership, but who were actually
operating a rota with neighbouring practices. There were no systema-
tic variations between trainers with differing list sizes .
5.10 Summary
5.10.1 In this section, data from the pilot study in the Oxford region have
been presented dealing with the trainers I standards and performance
in eight facets of accessibility to their practices by patients .
The presentation has highlighted the variations a.'IlOng the trainers
in both their standarcls "nd their actual performance, and has related
the performance of each trainer to the standards ~hat he or she had
set. For rec,sons discussed in an earlier section (see paras.
3.9 - 3.14), the analyses contain a number of imperfections, but
they are illustrative of the type of results that can be obtained
from the method used in the study. Three broad conclu.'3ions stand
out.
5.10.2 First, there was a wide variability among the trainers both in their
perceptions of standard.'3 and in their actual performance. The varia-
bility was more l'larked in relation to some of the eight facets of
accessibility than to o~;hers. The 82 trainers who replied to
the first mailing were more diverse in their standards about, for
example: the number ef hours that practice premises should be open,
the number of hours that ,\ doctor should be on the premises, and the
47
desirability of evening and weekend surgeries, than about the W8(f
in which a patient's :request for an urgent cOllsultation should be
handled or about the arrangements that should be made for 'out-of-
Second, the relationship between the standards and the performance
of the 64 trainers who replied to both mailings was favourable in
the sense that the majority of trainers achieved a performance
that was the same as, c,," hetter than, the standard they had set;
but the degree of fa':ourableness varied among the different facets
to the second mailing were more diverse in, for example, the hours
of opening of their practice premises, the hours that a doctor is
on the premises, the del8(f in getting an appointment for a non-urgent
matter, and the arrangements they made for •out-of-hours' care,
than in their provision for weekend surgeries, the delay in getting
an appointment for an urgent matter, or in the W8(f in which patients'
requests for urgent consultations were handled .
On the one hand, 70% of the trainers had a

































better performance than standard in the time taken by patients
to obtain an appointment for a non-urgent matter; 64% had a better
performance than standard in the provision of Saturd8(f surgeries;
55% had a better performance in the time taken by patients to obtain
an appointment for an urgent matter; and 30% had a better performance
hand, 30% of the trainers had a worse performance than standard











































5.10.4 'Ihird, there was no evidence of any consistent relationship between
the trainers-' list sizes and either their standards or their
performance. There was certainly no evidence that, with in-
creasing list size, trainers were consistently less likely to
achieve the standards they had set. Quite large variations were
apparent in some cases between trainers with differing list sizes
in the relationship between their stande.rcl.~ and their performance,
but they were not consistent in their effect. For exsmple,
larger lists were associated with a poorer performance (in relation
to standards) in obtaining an appointment to see the doctor for
a non-urgent matter; but they were associated with a better per--
formance in the provision of evening surgeries. In many other
cases there were no real vari ations at all among trainers with



































should be open 9.5 9.9 9.'7 9.6 9.6
(nunber of cases) (24) (13) (23) (22) (82 )
were open 9.'7 10.0 9.8 9.8 9.6
(numbe"i:- of cases) (20) ( 10) ( 18) (16) (64 )
----..- "-.._-----,-------
TAJ?LE 5.2 !lean number of hours per d~jY that__Eactice premises are ~n..















2, '749 end above
IDTJu(
9 (45:(,) 8 80;1) 11 ( 61%) 9 (56%) 3'7 58:'
---_._ .._-._ .._-------














8 (40%) 1 ( 10%)





























TABLE 5.3 H.ean_nC1!llber o~ hours per-3.Joho..i..n dO~!.CJE_sh.£~<!.b_e"l'1Ud
~_; available. on main practi_~_J2.1~n'is~
PERSCli"1AI, LIST SIZE
MEAN NUMBER
OF HOURS THAT less than 2,250- 2,~CC- 2,750 TO'I.!~L
A lXlCTOR: 2,250 2,499 2,11,.9 and above
,--- _._---"---
should be ":T~i1ab1e 7.1 S.l 7.8 7.8 7.T
(number of cases) (19) (11) (21) (18 ) ( 1~'_1 \-',' I
was o.vai1'lble 7.() 8.0 7.2 7.5 '7 "I • .-
(nUl!lber of cases) ( 19) ( 10) ( 11) ( 11) (')] )
------------- --------------_. ------
TABLE 5. 4 Me'J!L!l~_L.9f' hours per day that a .9f?~tor_ijl__a.:'i:'!:Uab:le....9.!L
~ice.J2.r.::E:ises: relationship b~~12-,?-rfo!!!,'¥l~~
st~d~ts








































4 ( 20%) 1 10%) 3 17%) 5 ( 31%) 13 ( 2C':{ ::
7 ( 35%) 3 ( 30%) 1 6%) ~ ( 13%) 13 ?r·-;").c
)-1 ( 20%) 4 40%) 7 39%) 4 ( 25%) 19 30'" )
5 ( 25%) 2 20%) 7 ( 39%) 5 ( 31%) 19 3(7)









2,250- 2,500- 2,750 Tr:J!}AIl
2,499 2,749 ~nd above
8 62%) 17 74%) 16 ( 73%) "56 68>~
4 ( 31%) 6 ( 26%) 5 ( 23%) 23 ( 2.3":





should~ be held 8 ( 33%)




















2 1; (100%) 13 (100%) 23 (100%) 22 (100%) 82 (1')(/')









17 ( 85%) 6 ( 60%) 11 ( 61%) 15 ( 94'1,) 49 I '77'" ,f : -', .'
3 ( 15%) 3 ( 30%) 7 ( 39%) 1 ( 6%) 14 ( "0'- -f );,-_~. l
0 1 ( 10%) 0 0 1 ( ,),' \,- ,
-_._---._.. ----.---_._---..._-_. ~ ..._-_ ..~-,---_._.. ,.._.
20 ( 100%) 10 ( 100:~) 18 ( 100%) 16 ( 100%) 64 ( le" \,
.. ---- _._----_.._._-------. - -'
-
..

























as standard 12 60%) 7 ( 70%) 14 ( 78n 10 63%) 43 ( 6r-7'~!\I ,i j
Perfcnnance better
then"s.tandard 5 25%) 0 1 6%) 4 ( 25%) 10 If;;' )
Performance worse
than standard 2 ( 10%) 1 ( 10%) 3 ( 17%) 1 6%) 7 11 )
Ne-, answer 1 ( 5%) 2 ( 20%) 0 1 6%) 4 ( -: ,~ ,
----_._--_._-. ---_ ..- _._. -_._-- -------_.•.'-_._-



















UEEKEND less than 2,250- 2,500- 2,750 Tm'PI,
SURGERIES: 2,250 2,499 2,749 Md above
------ ._-----_._, ----______ 0 ••_-
should be held 4 ( 17%) 6 ( 46%) 9 ( 39%) 9 41%) 28 "14',:)
should .!!2i be held 19 ( 79%) 7 ( 54%) 14 ( 61%) 12 ( 55%) 52 63~:1
no answer 1 4%) 0 0 1 5%) 2 ~J. :;~)
-
..









J.9 ( 95%) 10 (100%) 18 (100%) 15 ( 94%) 62
0 0 0 , ( 6%) 1 .~', ,',' \.L ,'-, ,',
































as standard. 3 15%) 5 ( 50%) 5 ( 28%) 7 ( 44%) 22 31.<)
Performance better
than standard 15 ( 75%) 5 ( 50%) 13 (- 72%')- 8 50%) 41 (;l~ ..t )
Performnnce 'Worec
than standard 0 0 0 0
~o answer 2 ( 10%) 0 0 1 ( 6%) 3 ':.:,f \
--.----- --,- ._--------_.._--_...._---








Maximum de11W that patient should have to wait, and time that







.. PERSOGAL LIST SIZE





2 ,749 and abc'Te
2,250-
~~ ,499
--- -" -~_._ .._. _._ .._-_._._-_.- -_..~--
0 0 0 0 ')
c ( 21%) 2 ( 15%) 2 ( 9%) 6 27/' ) 15 ( lEX)
9 ( 38%) 5 ( 39%) 10 ( 44%) 8 ( 36%) 32 ( 3'?~)
F' ( 1+2%) 6 ( 1,6%) 11 ( 48%) 8 ( 36'1,) 35 )!-3:':).,
. -------------.._----_.__.,--- _.-._-_.._._------ -----
2~ ( 100%) 13 ( 100%) 23 ( 100%) 22 ( l00>n 82 (l(W" \,- -', ,
24 holi..'"S
6 hours
nore the..'1 48 hours
48 hours
HAXIHUM TIME PATIENT



















same ell3O'· S C 40%) 1 ( 10%) 1 ( 6%) 2 ( 13%) 12 ( 1~: )
following dlW la 5"") 9 ( 10%) 12 ( 67%) 7 ( 44%) 38 ( c) ~. ::')lJ,1C
2 or Dore drl;)Ts












20 (100%) 10 (100%) 18 (100%) 16 (l'YJ%) 64 (If)'')




















TABLE 5.10 He..ximllli de1a;y that patient should have to >rait, cnd time that














SHOULD HAVE TO >!ArT












more than 48 hours
Total
11:. ( 58%) 5 ( 39%)
6 ( 25%) 7 ( 54%)
2 ( M) 1 ( en
') 8%) 0c.
'<------_.
24 ( 100%) 13 (100%)
7 30%) 8 ( 36%) 34 (
13 57%) 14 ( 61+%) !~c (
2 ( 9%) (,+ <; (,
1 ( 4%) 0 3 (
C)
---_..• ""'--'------- ._----_.__ .~.__...._.._... --... __.. -- - -----_..




















2 or more days
19..ter
Total
20 (100%)' 9 ( 90%) 15 ( 83;0 15 ( 94%) 59 ( 9..... t',<:::"1
0 1 ( 10%) 1 ( 6%) 1 ( 6%) 3 ( 5'". ,
Cl 0 2 ( ll%) 0 2 ( ~,) \~.1j /







TABLE 5.11 patien1;. delay in s,"-einiLus"~,,_doctor..fQ.r_ll !!9.\l...ure;en.!<._and
.J:P'"ge~.:t m~tf~e_r: rela;,tignahip b~t'W~n_~::.!"_:f..Q.~g1~ce,_end_st8Fdar~.



















































3 ( , 5'1) 1 ( 10%) 5 ( 28%) 9 ( 56%) 18 ( .)
.J.. .'
17 ( 85/~) 9 ( 90%) 12 ( 67:{) 7 ( 1111d,) 45 ( -'
r Cl 1 ( 6:7,) 0 ]. ( . \.-, ,
20 (100%) 10 (100%) 18 (100%) 16 (1000') 64 (10 1
10 ( 50%) 4 ( 40%) 6 ( 33%) 7 ( 44%) 27 ( l~-2 r')
10 ( 50%) 6 ( 60%) 1) ( 560 9 ( 56%) 35 ( 5~ ")
Q 0 2 ( 1""') r 2 ( -.J../;: .;" •





















TABLE 5.12 !'1ethod that sh~uld n.2rmalJ.;y be, and was-'-t;Se d fo.!:- dec}=-ding














ment accepted 20 83%) 12 ( 92%) 16 70%) 18 ( 82%) 66 ( 3'/~)
receptionist decides
for herself 1 4%) 0 1 ( 4%) 0 2 ( ? '\)
receptionist refers
to doctor 2 ( 8%) 0 4 ( 17%) 2 ( 9%) 8 ( 101)
other responses 1 ( 4%) 1 8~) 2 ( 9%) 2 ( 9%) 6 ( 7:~)
_....•__ .._--_._---- ---~-- .





















1 5%) <) 1 6?;) 1 6%) 3 r::' ,., \" " ..
1 ( 5%) 0 1 6%) 1 ( 6%) 3 5::~:)
2 10%) 1 ( 10%) 1 6%) 2 ( 13%) 6 90
R ___~ .. __._ • _
20 ( 100%) 10 (100%) 18 (100%) 16 (100%) 64 ( lDO/I)
.._---
patient's own assess-


































~iding whe-~her a request for a surgeIX c~msult!lti.Q,"1 is



















































16 80%) 8 ( BOX) 10 ( 56%) 11 ( 69%l 45 ( '!(i%)
1 ( 5%l 0 5 ( 28%) 3 ( 19%) 9 ( J)+'~ )
3 ( 15%) 2 ( 20%) 3 ( 17%) 2 ( 13%) 10 16.1 )
---------_.~-----_._-









TAB_LE 5.14 Method that slJ.o',!J.d~.",.ally b'L>. GIld was, use_'i fOL-2--,~_g.iding

























for herself o o 2 9%) 3 (14%) 5 6·~;'·; )
receptionist refers
to c.ochr 10 (42%) 5 (39%) 11 (48%) 7 32%) 33 ( 40n
------------
---------- -- --_.._--_._----_.._--------
24 (100%) 13 (100%) 23 (100%) 22 (100%) 82 (1001)
1 ( 4% ) 1 ( 5%) 6 ( n
-----------------_._-------- .

























ment accepted 8 ( 40%) 8 80%) 10 ( 56%) 7 ( 44%) 33 ( 52:;')
receptionist decides
for herself 9 45%) 4 ( 40%) 6 ( 33%) 10 ( 63%) 29 l.f5':/ )
receptionist refers




back to patient 8 ( 40%) 7 ( 70%) 9 ( 50%) 9 ( 56%) 33 ( 52/)
other responses 2 1',%) 0 1 ( 6:') 0 1 (
-~._-_._-_._---_._._----_._---- -




NOTE: some respondent:; gave more than one GIlS>1er to the secmd question,
















TABLE 5.15 Deciding whether a request ror a home visit is mct.:tLJ.:elation··
ship.]:>etwe.con ne"formance and stan~f'£M
PERSONAL LIS", SIZE
---_.•._-------



































































































3 (14%) 11 ( 13n




Total 24 (100%) 13 (100%) 23 (100%) 22 (100%) 82 (1007)

















2 ( 10%) 0
6 (30%) 2 ( 20%)
8 (44%) 4 (25%) 14 ( 22%)




















































7 (39%) 2 (13%) 12 JS")


























20 (100%) 10 (100%) 18 (100%) 16 (100%) 64 (JJ:'<);:)




























~he second aspect of practice with which the project is concerned is
consultation.' lensth (para. 2.10). 'Ihe Llain question cencerned the
time interval used in booking sur!:';erJ appointments, but partial
information 1HlS also collected about the length of surgery consultl":-
tions and home visits, the arra.'1gements I!1IlG.e for patients needing
a longercons-J.ltation than the normal booking interval, the relation-
ship between. cons,l/.lt,;.{;i;on. length_·.e.nd. outcome .. antI the proc",dure
followed when the doctol" was unsure whether a follo,,-~1p consultation


















6.2.1 In the first r..a.iling trainers were asked what they tbov..bt the nor:c1al
booking interval should be when an appointment system was used, and
in the second mailing what booking interval was actually used in
their practices. The replies, to the nearest whole minute, are
shown in table 6.1. There was a wide variation among the trainers
in both their standards (from 5 minutes to more than 10 minutes) and
their perforn.a.nce (from 4 rrinutes to 10 minutes) • The 82 trainers
who replied to the first mailing thought that the average booking inter"
val should be 8.7 minutes, the 64 recellticnists 'Who replied to the second




























Trainers with lists of less than 2,500 had slightly higher meen
responses on both the standards ana. the perfor:r:once questions than
those with lareer lists.
6.2.3 The 64 trciners who r<eplied to both rrcilings (that is, those who
provided infor.no.tion abou',· both standards and performance) were divi-
ded into three cater;cl'ies: those whose actual booking interVal was
the same as their standard (performance sa"l€ as standard), those
whose interval was :,onger than their standard (performance better
thoo standard), end those whose interval was shorter than their
stendard (performance worse than standard). :J11e distribution is
shown in table 6.2. Overall, 36% of the trainers had the same
perfoI'Inllllce as the standard they had set; 8% had a better perfor-
mance; and 55% hacl a worse performanci;. 'I'rainers wi th lists of
2,500 and above were ,"uch less likely than those with smaller lists
to have the same performance as their strmdard, and corresponaingly
















Average length of sur,Yry consultations and home visits
Little direct inf'ormatior was collected about the average len['(th of
surgery consultaticns (,'s opposed to the booking interval used
in the appcint'llent system), but a crude indirect calculation can be
made by dividing each trainer's subjective estimate of the average
time spent each week on surgery consultations (table 4.9) by his























CeJ.culated in this wcw, the lJl(jan consultation leneth ll.!'1o!).g ,the 82
trainers who replied to the first rr.ailinr; "as 8.3 minutes - 11%
hiGher than the mee..'1 booking interval of 7.5 minutes. A very similar fii,ure
(8.5 l'linutes) ,~as derived by Ilividing the official surgery hours by the
number of surgery consultations noted by the receptionists (table 4.13) .
Little direct infon:te.tion wns collected about the average lenl;th of
home visits, but an indirect calculation can be made, in the manner
described abOV3, by dividing each trainer's sUbjective estimate ef
the everage time sp"nt ','e.ch week on home visits (inclUding travel-
ling time) by his e~ti=te of the average number of visits made .
Calculatbl in this We;[, the mean length of home visits among the 82
trainers ~lho repIied to the first mailing was 24.3 cinutes. No
infom:ation was sought ebout the trainers' views on stanOP.rfui for








6.4 Arrangements for petients needing a longer consultation than the
normal booking interval
6.4.1 Trainers were asked ir the first nailing what arra.'1gements they
thought should be mude in en appointment system for patients who
needed a longer consultation than the booking interval allowed. In the
second me.i:l~l)r: t.he'r.e.ce.:?tionists were esked about th.e ar'T'1Pgelll~nts that
allowed r.n::;J..tiple respc:1ses in :the::fi:rst, mliling' but 'not ",in the seCo!i(l .










were actually made in their practices.
Taule 6.3 shows the replies.









































replied to the first mailing thought that a further appointment ought
to be made (either as a single arrangement or in con'junction with
other arrangements): 41% thought that the patient should be given the
time he needed; 20% thought that occasional gaps should be left in
the appointment book to allow for patients who needed a longer consulta-
tion; and 18% thought that the patient should be booked for 2 or more
slots if his need ~es known in advance, Trainers with lists of 2,500 ~nd
above were more likely than those with smn.ller lists to favour the
practice of leaving occasional gaps in the appointment book. The
actual arrangements reported by the receptionists were necessarily
confined to instances in which patients were known in advance to
be likely to require a longer consultation than the normal booking
interval. Seventy-eight per cent of the receptionists who replied to
the second mailing said that patients were normally booked in 2 or
more slots, and only 6% said that gaps were left in the appointment
book.
Because of the different context of the two questions and the nature of
the replies, an exact comparison between standards and performance
is not possible. However, a partial comps,rison can be made by taking
some of the pairings separate1y. Of the 64 trainers who replied to
both mailings, 12 thought that gaps should be left in the appointment
book, 3 of whose receptionists reported that this was what actually
happened. Fifteen of the trainers tho11g-!J.t that the patient should be
booked for two or three slots if his need was known in advance, 11
of whose receptionists said that such an arrangement was actually






.. performance 'ms thus somewhat variable .
...




6.5 Relationship between consultation length and outcome
...
consultations that they felt would produce a better outcome for the






in table 6.4, indicate the considerable extent to which trainers
felt themselves to be handicapped by the pace at which they worked.
Overall, 31% of all ,onsli'tations were estimated as likely to
produce a better outco:ns 'Tith more time available. and 22% of the
-





There were, however, no ccnsistent variations among the replies of
trainers with differing list sizes, and there was certainly no
evidence that those with larger lists felt more handicapped in this
-
wa;y than those with smaller lists.
-
-
6.6 Procedure when doctor is unsure whether follow-up consultation is
necessa.!i[
s .... ·J.ld normally be followed when the doctor was uncerte.in whether
the first mailing thought that the patient should be asked to make
Trainers were asked in the first mailing what procedure they thought
a fullow-up consultation would be necessary. fue replies are shown












felt it was necessary,lnd 29% thOUght that the patient should be





cal1cel it if he felt it becal'le unnecessary. A s!.'lall ninoIity (12%)
favoured the l1eJdng of a fiITl appointment, vi th no proviso fer can-
trainers with differing list sizes; although there ,,~s a' hint that
those with lists of 2,750 and !'.oove were more disposed towardB
















cellation . There were ne large vo..rie..tions m7l0nE the replies of
Summary
In this section, ·lata fro" the pilot study in the Oxford region have
been presentcC'. rJ.ea::Cing ~.-i.th consultation length. This aspect of
practice was scolected for inclusion in the stuUy because of the
quite widespre3.d belief that it cight constitute a link between
booking interval CC3 a proxy measure of the lenGth of the trainers'
conSUltations, the results frOD the stuGy offered some sUI1Jort for
this belief. Over half of the trainers were actually USlnc a
shorter booking interY·'.l t)-,F.ll they felt should elf"~ used, and the


















list size and stand.e..rcls of care in general :practice .
sizes over 2,500 thJn arlong those vith smaller lists.
Using the
Tnis cannot
be explained in terms of the higher stcndar(:s set by the trl"iners with
the ll1rger lists, for in fact the~r dIOse, on av"rage, 1". slightly
shorter booking intor-c"._l c.s their stnndard. It appears, theref<)re,
that lareer liste were associated with slig.'1tly lower standards, a






















































terms of the outcome for patients wns not mensurer' directly, but
it was reflected in the trainers' jUd.genents of the relationship be-
tween the length of consulte.tions and their outcome: overall,
about a third of consultations were judgecl likely to lead to a more








TABLE 6.1 B'Ooking i !lter-",l that shoul,1 he, an~~, used for surgery
~o~ultations
-_.__._----_._----------- ------_...._-_._---






























1 ( 13%) lj ( 17%) 4 ( 18%) 11 ( 13:.n
4 ( 31%) " ( 35%) 6 21'1 ) 2e ( 3211(;:"}
8 ( "2'1) 11 ( 42%) 1" 55~-n 43 ( r.-',;"C) _ ... ~ ~. ;) c. i;' ,r
-----
-_._-_._~-._---_._.._-_._-- .. _",,',-
.._------------------_._.__ ., . .,
24 (lOOn 13 (100%) 23 (100%) 22 (100%) 82 Cc))')












NOTE: the category 'no answer' has been omitted from the calculation
of the mesns.
---- -- --_._- --- - ._- ---_...._---_._ .
7.5
6h (l,-r".'). }\.~ ..
83)~
7.17.4
lJ ( 33%) le ( 251) 16 :::57)
4 ( 22%) 5 ( 31;t,) 11 0..-.,Q• I I
8 ( h1.",) re ( 38%) 30 ) 7"'\. '+.n 4 t .J
0 1 6;') 1 ~i': I
----_. -_ ..- - ~- "._------ ._..._- ._.












4 C'l'" 5 r"inutes
6 or 7 minutes

































1A.~LE 6.2 Bocking lnterv..§L~e..5LLt;~urger'{'£;:Jl§iult~~j._cE-_s_:._~J.:.~"0-on.§.biE.
lletween perform~e anuttm~card.s




















































9 ( 1151 ) 6 ( 60%) 5 ( n 8<1) 3 ( 19%1 23 ( '?,: ..c .'.1 ~;,-
? ( 10%) 0 n ( lln 1 ( (1) ~ ,. o \cc /
9 ( 45%) h ( )10%) 11 ( 61!') II '9%' 35 """)() ",1) ..- ..- i~
0 0 0 1 6%) 1









































1 ( 4%) 0 8 ( 15%) 7 ( 32.q 16 (
12 ( 5D%) r. ( 39%) 8 ( 35/~ ) c. ( 41;;) 34 ( u.~.''';'' ~:
.' 7
5 ( 21%) ~ ( 15%) 5 22%} 3 ( lit:;') 15 ( ... .~J ,"- _i_C !
18 ( 751) 11 ( 85%) 13 ( 57%) 18 ( 8"") 60 I ~. ~ -, \.IC- Iv \ I.> ,I
~ ( 10r;) 1 ( 18%) 1 '''') 0 4 . ')Ol~ ~J(/'
16 80%) , 60%) 13 72;' ) 15 947;) ')0 T""t, 1. /































NOTE: some respondents Gaw, more th".n one Mswer to the first (IUestion.

























---._-_..._._.-._._-----~----~---_. .,_.--- ~~ ------- --_. -
507 or mor,~ 5 ( 2ln ~ :19Y) 4 ( 177) i..j. lS/l 12 0~ , \/ ,
257 - 119% 4 ( 17%) 1 ( 31·) ~ ( 13X) 7 ( :12% ) 15 rJ,i)
10% ~- 2)+7 7 ( 29%) 6 ( 467) l'2 ( 52~!') 6 ( ~T!) 31 'J-\), <- ;,1
IiE;SS thnn 107 6 ( 257) 1 ( (l~;l ) 3 ( 137) 4 ( la%) 1!, ( , r:" ,-i \...!.. r - •





























-------- ~_~ • ••_~ •• .~. _._--_._-_._.__ 0 ---------.
12 50:') 7 ( 547) 13 ( 57%) 14 ( 64%) 46 56/ )






















3 (13n 2 ( 9%) 10 }2,1)








.. 7. ~ RANGE OF SEHVICES OFFERED THROUGH TIlE PRACJ'ICE
"'7.1 Introduction
..
































the range of services offered to patients through the practice,
in ad<lition to the bnsic services of surge!"'J consultations 0..'1"
home visits (pare.. 2.10). In the first "uriling treiners were
ple3ented with a list of 15 specific services that rci.g!1t be proviile,l
in general pr9.ctice, and they were asked to indicate whether each
sernce should be f:\ctively pronated., and if so, whether the doctor
should be the Y!\!),in pers,',n involveil in providing it (rather then
other members of the primary health care tealn). In the second
mfJ.ling trainers were usl,ed ,·,hether each service was actually avp.il..
able in their prc.ctices, '-'''la if so, wLether their own contribution in-
volved a special session or was lJ.'1dertaken during normal coneult-ntions .
In this secticn the replies are analysed in three stages: the availa-
bility of each service', the involvenent of the <loctor in providing the
service, and the overall relationship" between standards and performance .
The availaoility SJf services
The replies to the 'ludstions ef 1'fhether each service should be
actively pronded and w,s actually available are shown in tables 7.1
and 7.2 A majority ef the 82 trainers whe replied to the first
nailing thought that all but Gne of the 15 listed services should be
actively pronoted in general practice, with at least 90% of the
trainers favouring the promotion of 9 of them, and at least two-
thirds of the trainers favouring the promotion of 14 of then (table 7.1) .
The exception vas the provision of '.ell-person check-ups, «hich was
of support given to !lJ.ost of the services:t the variations among
treine!"s vi th differine; list sizes «ere insicnificant ln 1~08t
ce.ses, although there ml.S a sli,)1t tendency for those ,dth the
largest lists (2,750 end above) to be less likely to favour the pro--
motion ef those services "'lout "hich there '!o.s less unerlir.U. ty of
opinion. Eleven of the 15 services '-Tere actuDlly 8.vmlo.1-:>le in the
practices of a majority of the 61, traine>'s who !"epli'=d to the second
mailing, ,d th 8 of the", being B.vmlable in the practices of at ler.st
four'"fifths of the t:miners (trJole 7.2). The least available se!"""
vices, provideil in the pre.ctices of fewer th0n hcJ.f of the trmners,
were cliauetes screeninG~ physiotherar1y ~ chircpoc-y) e...~c_ well-person




















Irl view of the large neasure














troiners i'rith differing list sizps in their provision of services:;
a.lthou&" as with the perce"ticn of st8l1dD.!"ds, there '''as a slight
tendency for those vi th the 18.rgest lists (2,750 a.'1d ~_bove) to be
less likely to prov:i.:-~,:; S(1r:~e services:i particularly ~I1ti-s=,ol:ing
advice ond diabetic care .
"(.2.2 The relationship between stcn'h"ds and performance in the provision
of servic<es lS shQ,m in t""'le 7.3, >fhich records the porcente.ge ef
trainers in each liss Si?,f, grou:.p vThose pra.ctices were failing to
i'rovide ~, service +,he.'t they felt should 1-:>e actively promoted in
general practice (th'1t is, "hose perforns.nce "(l.S werse then their
standards). T.he pattern varied mnrkecUy fron one service to n.nother .
75
among trainers ,rith diffGring list sizes) but they were not, for
centa.ges are based upon the number of trainers who replied to hoth
largest lists (2,750 and above) were less likely than th~se with
smaller lists to be providing anti-smoking advice, diabetic care
arld diabetes screening, they were also markedly more likely to have
a worse performance than the standard in the provision of these
services.
Since trainers with the
There were quite large variations
Table 7.4 shows the replies. The per-
physiotherapy, and c:liropndy).
the most part, systematic variations .
For 4 of the 15 services, virtually none of the trainers was failing
to provide a service that they thought should be promoted (antenatal
care, family planning, inmnmisation and cervicll1. cytology). At the
other extreme, for 5 of the 15 services a quarter or more of the
trainers ~Tere failing to provide a service that they thought should
be promoted (counsellbg, hypertension screening, diabetes screening,
during special seSS1ons .
Involvement of the dodor in the provisiOJl of services
In the first mailing, trainers who thought that each of the specified
services should be !-l'ovided were further asked whether they thought
that the doctor should be the main person involved in providing it .
In the second =iling trainers who were actually providing each
service "'"re asked wb~ in the practice provi'led the service, and




































mailings. The first column shows those who thought that the












those who were personally involved in providing the service.












7.3.2 In mest cases the proportion of trainers who were actually involved
in the provision of services was somewhat hig,'1er than the proportion
who thought that the "-,lctor should be the main person involved.
The exceptions were diabetic care, diabetes screening, counselling,
physiotherapy Md well-person check-ups, where relatively more
trainers thought that the doctor should be the main person involved
than were actually involved themselves. HmTever, no information
was sought about the actual division of work between the doctors and
the other member~ of the terun, and it is possible thnt the extent
of the trainers' 0'''' cor.'Gributions varied considerably from seI"rice
..
to service. In general, the discrepancies between the two sets
..
of replies were ['reatest for services where the trainers I pertners
took chief responsibility (cervical cytology, imralmisetion and
weight-control advice) and where nurses were also in'lolved in pro-
••
..











reflected in the high proportions of trainers who were themsel'les
involved in antenatal care, femly planning and cervice~ cytology .
The relationship between standards and performance
The relationship between the stMdards and the performance of the 64
trainers who replied to both r1!"ilings was classified, fer each of


















the trainer thought that the service should be
provi"ed, and was actually providing it in his or her

















performance better the.n standanl (that is, where the
service was actually provided, either by the doctor
or some other member of the team, but the trainer
thought it should not be);
performe.nce worse thsn standard (that is where the
the service was not provided at all, but the trainer
thought it should be, either by the doctor or some


















Tae results a~e presented in table 7.5.
7.4.2 The most consistent feature in the table is the nil or very low
proportion of trainers with a better performance than the standard
they had set. Tn other words, very few of the trainers were
actually providing a service that they did not feel should be active-
ly promoted in general practice. The proportion of trainers with
a worse performance than standard ranged from zero (in the case of
antena.tal care and cervical cytology) to (,1% (in the CASe of diabetes
screening). The proportion with the same performance as stanclard
























a mirror-image of the worse performlJllce, ronging from 100% in the case
of antenatal care to 39% for diabetes screeninc. The services for
which the highest proportLns of trainers had a wcrse performance than
standard were those::i' 8J' innovative nature (such 83 hypertension and
diabetes screening) which are increasingly regarded as desirable but
not yet fully nttainElble, !lIld those (such as physiotherapy and chiro-
podY) which require the co-operation of authorities beyond general
practice .
7.4.3 The distribution by list size of trainers with a worse performmlCe
than standard was c.iscussed in para. 7.2.2, 'Ihere it was note"! that,
with the exception of t.he high proportion of trainers with large
lists (2,750 and above) who had a worse performance than standard in
the provision of anti-smoking advice, diabetic care, diabetes
screening and counselling, there was no consistent association with
list size. Quite 18~ge veriations occurred among trainers with
differing list sizes "n the proportions with the same performance
















In this section, data from the pilot study in the Oxford rerion have
been presented dealing with the range of services offered through
the practice. This aspect of prD.ctice was selected. for inclusion
in the study because of the nossibility that practitioners with
larger lists would have insufficit2nt time to provide the variety of
services that they might wish. The results offer only a little





































7.5.2 There was quite wide~"Jread agreement among the trainers that most
of the 15 specifie~ services should be actively promoted in general
practice: indeed, 0.11 but one of the services (well-person check-ups)
were supported by at least two-thirds of the trainers, and nine of
them were supported by at least 90% of the trainers. Moreover,
!:lost of the trainers were actually providil)Z most of the services
in their practices, although the proportion of trainers who thought
the.t each service sho~ be provided was greater than the proportion
whose practices were !!5'tually providing them. The relationship
between stand~,:ds and performance at the level of the individual
trainer varii"d considerably from service to service' it was very
close for antenatal care. f'1!llily planning, immunisation Dnel cervical
cytology, bui; it was quite weak for diabetes and hypertension screen-
ing, physiotherap,! 3lld chiropody. However, although quite large
proportions of trainers we,..e failing to provide services thnt they
felt should be activpJy p:c·or.loted in general practice, there was the
general tendency fo:- '~hese trainers to ho.ve the largest lists. The
only cases where trainers with lo.rge lists (2,750 and above) were
ml".rkedly less likely to be providing a service that they thou[')lt
should be promoted were anti-sl"oking gdvice, diabetic care, cliabetes
screeninG and counselling. The results presented in this section are
disquieting for the quite wi"<3spread failure they reveal a.mong the
trainers to achieve the level of performance they would wish; but
the failure does not appear to he related to the numbers of patients


































Antenat:9..l CD,"['e L)() lCO 11:V] J.riO
Anti-snakins ad.vicE 100 lr~IC 10'-; 1;:10
Fa.nrily plvnnine:: 100 10C: 1'~ }""J
Ir:1T'1un i s at i on l iY) <;2 lOC) 11'lC'
Cervical cytolol';"f 100 In.~, 9(; l()(,:
FY:l)e:-tension sc"eenine; l(\'~' l"n er-: lOOj ,-
Diabetic cs.:r.r>. ICY) 9~: 10') 95
Hell-ba.~)y care l(n lr:(J 1.11 91
~1eit11t-ccntr~)1 f~dvicc OB 1('0 [1"( Q".L
Minor casu'1lty 92 85 96 (32
Dia.betes s cre.;;:nin!~: 71 77 91 82
COlillsellinL: 79 rs 71, 73
PhJrsiother~r!Xf 71 77 7'1 64c
Chircpod,v 67 54 67 5°

































































































































































JI.ntenatol C'lre ., 0, 0 ;'1
Anti-smo),inc c.dvice In 10 6 .,-
"
.,.L
Family p1an.'1in1; 5 (' 0 (1
IIrJ':'lunis ['~t i on 0 10 r, ()
Cer.vicc~l cytclofI'.{ (' 0 (1 G
Hypertension s crl':eninf: ho 3C 33 38
DiDbetic cc.re 15 lC) 22 44
VIe 11-b e.'Jy carE; , " 3(, 6 19., ,
'ileight--coutr,.. l o,in cc; 20 10 6 H1
...... "
~1inor c8Bu.al~y 15 10 ') 6
Diabrtes screenin~'" 55 4('1 67 75
Physiotherapy 60 50 33 50
ChirGpody 45 20 4c 50
lfTel1-person check-i~~vS ~ j() 17 6,
C01IDse1ling 25 2C 11 37

























TABLE 7.4 Percentage of trainers who thoUPJ1t that the doctor should be
the main person involved in the provision of specific services,
and who were thel!lSelves personalJy involved in providing them
------------------



























































































TABLE 1.5 The range of servh·.~ offered through the practice: percentage
of trainers whose performance was the same as-L. better then or


































Antenatal care 100 0 0 64
Anti-smoking advice 86 0 14 64
Family planning 98 0 2 64
Immunisation 98 0 2 64
Cervical cytology 98 2 0 64
F~ertension screening 64 0 36 64
Diabetic care 77 0 23 64
Well-baby care 81 3 16 64
Weight-control advice 78 8 14 64
Minor casualty 85 6 9 64
Diabetes screening 39 0 61 64
Counselling 74 2 25 64
Physiotherapy 46 6 48 64
Chiropody 46 13 41 64








8.1.1. The fourth aspect ef practice uith which the project is concerned is
Introduction
SPECIAL CARE OF TH:': !-!C"JSEBOillm CHROlIICJ\LLY ILL
--------
the special arroog.ements made. for the care ')f cCl:Sebound chronically














range=-~1ents SllCuli iJe :'1.ade in --f~en'3rs.l prActice fer these patients t III
f'~dditien to the usual care Ciyc:n when patients request 3. consultati,)n .
six :particular o.rranS0ments l.'er~ p~esented~ ood trainers vr8rt.; p...sl":tj(-:;'
...
to recor(l their res~onses on fl· six-pcint 8ce~B • Point 1 il2.S c.e f'iue,J




vlD.S d.efined as II i'eel V2J-:j stroncl...v that it ~h'?~,:i be p:ro'ttidec\ .
\·r8S p."ct·~['J.J.y LlQ.de in their practices.
...
visiting hy the doctc~'. r;~zvJ.ar visiting hy the district nu:!.·s~ or hef~t'!_1_




care; end the pr,:.;vision by the pra.ctice of tranSl)ort to tlh", surgel"",Y".
...
.. f..2.1 lIhe trainc:::s I r~tings cf the irJJ?crtance of the regular visiting of
...
h()useb,~Jl111rl chronically ill IJo:t.ients by the dcctor 7 an&. their D.ctucl
in th" toble, the scale scores of the 82 trc.iners 1-Tho Tf"plieci t" the
















12 (15%) chose point 2; 21 (26%) chose point 3; 16 (20%) chose point
scores did not var;r in ury systematic We<! =OIlg trDiners with dif-
fering list sizes, for those with lists of less than 2,250 ~d of
2,750 and above ;''1d lawer mean scores than those with internediate
the sccond l"ailing saill they actually visited their housebound chronic"
c.lly ill patients reG-ul"-rly, and 27% said they usue-lly visited only
when requested. Although the numbers al'e sl"O",ll, there we.s 1.1 sli;;ht
tendency for trainers vith larger list sizes to be less J.ikely
to visit regularly, ana ~;or" likely to visit only "hen r<equested,
compnrect to those with s"',c,ller lists .
Exactly bm,·thirds (66%) of the 64 trainers who replied to
The mea.'1
lists .















i performunce same as standard (that is, those who 'W,'re
both mailings, 14 chose p(lints 1 or i' 011 the scale, ond 20 chose
YThc chose l}oints 1 or 2 en the scale 1.;,;-::re G'en~~rally not in favour
c~ regular visiting by the ~octcr, Old that those who chose ~oints
5 or 6 ~~ substantiaIJ,y in favour of regular visi tine;, then a
T.'le analysis of the rr,ldi C>nship beween the trainers' standards
':Xli their perfornance in their visi tin:; of housebound chronicnlly
ill patients is cO::lplicatec; 'w the Inck of direct cO!:1'~,rD.1oility
Of th8 64 trainGrs who replied to
If;} how6-rrer;, it is 8.SS1t~pc1 th!1t those
J:hese 34 tr3.iners were then cln.ssifi~(l into three
limited c;)m;paris ~Jn is !!ossibIe .
croups:
between the two ,]uesti :,'1S.





















fewer thoo ona-tentL had'either e..bett<er o'r e. ,worse perfornance.
None chose point
ThP BP. on s ccres show
Overall, 87% of these
T~e sce1e scores of the 82 trainers whc repli8d
regular vi,sitinG by the d.Gctor (see para. 8.2.1).
chose point 5, enc- 23 (28%) chose point 6 .
V1.·Sl·~{~") .·, .... - ...0 )
ii performance better th&'1 standard (that 1S. those who
not in favou1::' of regular visiting and \.;ere not actually
were not in favour but were visitine;) ;
iii perfonnance ·p"urse than standard. (that is;, these who
87
,fisiting, together "ith those who were in favour &'1(, ~~
visitor, and the a.ctual l)~ttern of visiting: in their pr,'1ctices) are
to the first tlcilinG were less widely disperse:!. than in the co.se of
shown in table 8."3
1; 7 (9%) chose pointc 2 er 3; 11 (13%) chose point 4; 41 (50%)
TIle trBiners i ratings of the iLlportonce of the rec:u1nr visitine
housebo1.Ulcl chronic9.lJy ill patients by the district nurse or health
The cistribution 15 Sh"1oTn in table 8.2
A 5Cl:lll nUl'lber of train<ers coulc. not be classified on the basis of
uumbers involved s theT:' vere ne significant yoricticns &,cng trainers
trciners had the sa~,~ performance as the stw1cle.rc"l they cad set) ood




























































that the trciners rated. the regulllr visi ti!lG r.y. :1urges 2,5 ;.lore iCl-
:c'ortant than such visi tine; by thenselvcs, 9.l.thoucl' there «ere no
significant variat.ions o.::.:2.onr:; the mea..'1 sccres of trainers with diffel"inc
list sizes. Of the 64 troin~rs who repli,"" to the second. 1llllilino;,
84); sciil th'Lt the district nurso{s) or he'J.1th visitor{s) in their
practices die' visit the housellound ~llronicdly ill. yg,tients regularly.
7hose with lists of 2,250-2,1+90 ,rer<' less likcly thar. the others to
report such visi tin".
8.3.2 The relE'~tionship betvf:~en strm(:o.rds end :rerfo!Tonce "\'!£lB ann.lys8c;' in
-
the S8l1lE? W"! C'S for v:'.3;t;i r .gby the doctor (see parI:'.. 3.2.2). Of
trainers he.d the sene perfornance as the stfJ1ldl~rd the:,}' he,cl set) Q..."1.d





on the s ccJ.e" and ~·9 chose points 5 or 6.
sub-set of 51 trlllners is sho,m in table 8.1;
Tb,;; clistribution ef this
Overc.ll, R47 of' these
-
none h~d a worse perfonaar!ce. I'll" variations o.r'onc trciners "ith
the others to h·.:..ve the same per:ror~::8-'1ce l1S their st [1.ncl~rd~ but pro~
differing list si zes !lust bf~ treated cautiously beCD.lli"33 of tLH:' ver:.r
















portionately :nore of ~~_;;'~IJ faill:c. to provicte infor:.~at.icn en which ~"
8.4 At-risk-X§_g1~tez_of vu~1er~ble natients
:.4.1 The trainers ratings'Jf th(~ imporGc..."'1ce cJ:"' lreepin,g [m e.t-risl:.: register






secDlld "-cailine reported. that they actua11,y kept a register, and
althoug..'l the nlllilbers cre small, the proportion """ L:'lrkedly lower
aEong those with list sizes of less than 2,250.
of the 82 trainers ;rho replied to the first nailinG "ere quite
wieldy disperseel: 8 tr~iners (10'0 chose :?oints 1 or 2, 11 (l3%l
chose point 3; 22 (27%) eDch chose points 4 nnd 5; en,,19 (23%)
regarded. the keepinG ef such a register as less irz..)crtant than ret~-..
lar visitinc by the n\L.-..ge but more impcrtont tha.T] recul"r visitine
by the rbcter. J:'here wes !l consistent D.ssociation with list size:
the mc::&'1 scores of the tr.-Uuers diminis~ed regularl.Y ifith incren.sing
Overall" 30% 0": the 64 trainers who replied to the
The s cc,le s cor'~s
The nean s ccres show the.t the traine::,s generallychose point 6.
list size.


















8.4.2 'The relationship beti-ieell ::,tenr:nrds onc1 perfGrI!ll3nce Ivc,s !'llalysed in
the 64 trniners who replierl to both !'lBilillE;S, 7 c.'lose points 1 or 2
on the sCG~e, "lid 34 chose points 5 or 6. The distribution of the
sub-set of hI trciners is shown in table 8.6 Overall, none of
these trciners haJ. a better perforTl2Ilce than the stmHlarC' they had set;
49% haD. the scone perfo=ance; £Jld ;;1$ had a worse perfcnwnce th2!l
their standard. Although the numbers ar" slmll, trainers with the
















to h?ve a worse performance than stonde.rd; cnd corres:;)ondincl~l less
likely to have the s c.;ce perfor::!lo.!lce. Several of these trainers










8.5 §pe cial syste"., :ror the re fIUlar-Ievie.w o_:r.;;tedi_c~j;i_()!!.
8.5.1 The trainers i ratings o~ the i~ortence of ~ special system for the
re,,'1Jlar revic" of the neGications of housebounc. chronically ill
patients:J and their £..c:;ual practicE: in this re eard 11 ere shQ1:-ln in
first mailinc; ""re less 'Jidely i'ispersed t!wn in the case of an
at-risk register (see para. 5.1,.1). Twelve trainers (15%) chose
points 1, 2 or 3 14 (17%); chose point 4, 24 (29%) chose point 5-
and 30 (37%) chose point 6. The J"J"":':"•.D. scores show that the tr[!,iners
eenerolly re.ted the importence ol' '1. :r.ledication rcvie'i"T syster·ry r9.the!"
m.ore highly than ~:: at ..·:~isk register~ but there ¥!us no consistent
nssocietion "ith list size. O"er,,-l1, 28% of the 64 trainers "ho
repliec. to the second mailing reported that they actuelly used Do
review system, 0.11(1 elt:,ough thenumbers are smell, the proportion


















table 8.7 . The scale scores of th" 82 trainers ,rho replied to the
- 8.5.2 The relationship between standards end performance ,18,.8 onel"vsed in
...
the SQ,':1e "rJ¥ cs for the other arranf;""Grcents (see pnra. B.2.2). Of
...
-
the 64 trainers 1-Tho repliecl to both nDilings ~ 4 chose points 1 er 2
these t:,"ainers hQS- tt "better performrmce thc.n the stanrln.rd they h::ld
set; 43,; h').o. thE: so.tlJe performance ~ cnd 57% h!J.cl a worse perforir:~'nce





on the scale, an'" 42 chose points 5 or 6.
sub"'set of 46 trainers is sho"'n in tpble 8.8. Ove1'''11, none of







trainers vd th lists of 2 ,250-2 ~ 4519, ~ll of "rhom had !1. "I-TOrse perfc:ITlmlce
than their stendarc1, tll"re were nc si""ificont variations ,,"",on:::









8.6 Regular meetings of m€i,bers of the pri:ne.ry he~th..EE:..re te~to
renew and co cfd.1.ncte_ care
the care of houseb01.md chronicall;y ill patients, 8.'1d their sctueJ.
members of the >rinary he'llth care tean t() revie~T and co-ordinate





practice in this regard, are showr. in table 8.9. The scale sccres
...
of the 82 trainers who replier} to the first mailing were quite
widel;y dispersed: 3 (i,~) ~hose point 1, 10 (12%) chose point 2;












the trainers rded the irrportance 'Of: regulnr review meetings !1 little
less highly thae either an nt·-risk reGister or a nedication review
system, but there "as no consistent association with list size.
Overe.ll, 27)1; of the 64 trainers who replied to the seconrl mailinc
r8ported thnt r€&;ulnr review meetings were actually held with the
pructice nurse; 41% had regular meetings "ith the district nurse,
lists to r'2port regular 'eetings with their nurses .




and 47% had r~Q.l1ar meetinGS with their health visitors. T~ainers
-
..
C.6.2 The releticnship between stp,ndards cnd perfort'wnce wns ~.nalysed in
differed. somewhat between the practice nurse on the one hand ond the
the Selne wrJ;f as fer the vt':ter e.rrancen:ents (see para. 8.2.2). Of
the 64 trm.ners who l~'::1=li d to both mailings, 11 chose points 1 Gr



















district nurse end health visitor en the other . Fifty-six per cent
of these trainers ho.d the SD.l'le performance as their stende.rd in their
meetings with the practic~ nurse~ compared with 73% in their rrceti~£B
the proportion of troiners 1nth 0. worse perfonnance then stenc.~rcl
,,'as higher in relation t'J the practic8 nurse (39%) thon to eithEOr
the eJistrict nurse (22%) or the he8~th visitor (19%). Th8se
results reflect the frequency with which regular meetings actually
tock place with each c9.tegor:r of nurs" (table 8.9). There is, ":o1'e-
over, 0. clear suggestion in to.hle 8.10 that the relationship
between performance eneJ. stonde.rds is related to list size: rc3 list
size increesed, trdners becane progressively. less likel.y ·to achieve
the SQoe perfo!T1(lllce M tbeir sten~ard [1!ld correspon'lln,31y c'ore



















The ?rcv5 sion of tran..2I'0rt to tQ'::~Dery
The trciners r ratings of'the i!n;...)crlmce of provisicn by the practice
of transport to the surgc:::y for hOU.B"hound chronically ill pc,ti"nts,
sccrf::;S of the 82 trainers who re?liet~. to the first nailing imre widely
dispersed: 16 (20%) chos0 point 1; 19 (23%) chose point 2; 19 (23%)
chose point 3; 10 (12%) chose point 4; 9 (11~0) chose point 5; end 9
(11%) ch"se point 6. The mesn SC0res Sh01' that the trainers rded
the iC!?ortance Cif transport less hiL:hly th~l eny of the other c.rrange-
ments (includine recular visi tine hy the doctor), and there were ne















end their actual arrengements, e..re Sf.own in table 8.11. The scs.le
Only
93
The rel~.tionship hetween standards "''1,,! perfor.nance "as analysed
in the se.me wEJ<! as for the other errange:wenta (see para. 8.2.2) .
Of the 64 trpiners who replied to both nailings, 28 chose points
4 of the 64 trainers "CO replierl to the second nailing "ere actually
providing transport to the surgery for their housebound chronically
ill patients .
none of these tr&.iners had a better perforuance then the stnndard they
had set; 74% had the smJe perfOrD&ICe (these consisting aL~ost en-
tirely of trainers who ge:ve a low rating to the provision of trans-
port and who were tClemelYes not providinB any); and 26% had a
Overall,
The distribution
of this sub-set of 42 trainers is shown in table 8.12 .






















variations ~one trainers with differing list sizes .
..
..
"orse perfo=ance than their standard . There were no signifi cant
8 . 8 Su!J,nary
.. 8.8.1 In this section, data fron the pilot study in the Oxford region have





special C!'1re of housebound chronically ill patients. The trainers'
standards were elicite,'! t:'1rough the use of a rating scale on which
they il;ldicated the importance they nttachec. to the provision c.'f each
did not enchle an exact cOL'Parison to be mac.e with their actual per-
formance, but by focusinG the analysis on those who clustered at the
















sub-sets of the tl"ainers •
is that of variability.
91;








8.3.2 First, the trainers rated the i~,ortance of each of the six ar-'
rangenents di ff"rently. 'Ihe hi5hest iI'lportoIlce was c,ttac.'Jed to
regular visiting by the district nurse or health visitor, anil the
lowest importance W/:S gi vr~n to the prc,vision of trcnsport to the
surger', .
8.8.3 Second, the trainers differed consi'lerabJ;y Q,I'lOng theI:1selv8s in 't-lleir..
-
..




the scores ral1ged across all six points of the scs.le ~ cnd in 80::1(:;
cases (nctabJ;y the provision of transport tc the surgery, regule.r
review !.':eetings of ~:lembers of the p:!:'ir-mry health care team, 3l1d
regalar visiting by the doctor) there was '" considereble diff"crence
of opinion about their i"\Portance .
their housebound chronically ill patients regula.rly; one-thil"d said
theY Cid not, or that their visiting <iepended upon the circumstances
of the case. '0ne-thh-d SElid tMy F::e;>t !In at-risk register of vulner-
able patients; two-thirds said they did not. A quarter said
8.8.4 Th.ird, the trainers differeil in the D,ctual provision of some of
the arranr;el1ents within their a:ffi practices. There was little
variation in the provision of transport to the surgery (which was
no'!? provided by 94% of the trainers) or in regular visiting by the
district nurse or he2.lth visitor (which~ done in the practices























register and a medication review system. for example. the trainers
divided almost equally into those with the same performance as the
they had a system for the re('"U1ar review of me dicf'.tions ; three-
quarters sICJ,d they did not. although a few of these reported a review
system that applied to all patients .










within and between each arrangenent . In the CBBes of an at-risk
.. standard they had set and those with a worse performance. In other









trainers with a worse :;Jerformance than the standard they had
set raneed from 12% (for !'cgu1ar visiting by the district nurse
or health visitor) to cif, (for the regular review of medications) .
As in the previous section on the range of services offered
through the practice (see para. 7.5.3). the results presented here
are disquieting for the quite widespread failure they reveal
among the trainers to achieve the level of perfonnence they would
wish .
the varie.tions among trainers with differing list sizes were either
Fifth. however, there were few significant or systematic variations.
in either standards. pc'rformance. or the relationship between
association with lis!; size occurred in regular meetings of the
primary health care team. where trainers with larger lists were
















them. amc,ng trainers with differing list sizes.






































insil1lifica..'lt (bearing in 1'",ind the snail ntu:;ber of cases often
involved) or erratic. As in the previous section, the conclusion
hcs to be drawn th'ct the l~,rge degree ef variability ~n the
dat9. was not, for +;ho ::lost part, related to the numbers of patients









------_ ..~-----_._ .. --------_._---~_._-- -~-_._-_._---_ .._--_._-
ACTUAL ARRANGEI1ENTS








































regularly 14 ( 70%) 7 ( 70%) 12 ( 67%) 9 ( 56%) 42 Ut)
doctor visits only
"'hen requested 4 ( 20%) 1 ( 10%) 5 ( 28%) 7 ( 44%) 17 ( 27:. / )
other responses 2 ( 10%) 2 ( 20%) 1 ( 5%) 0 5 ( O~/, )
--------------- _._--- ------------- ---------------- ---
...





















8 ( 80%) 5 ( 71%) 6 I 75%) 7 ( 78%) 26 76;')\
1 ( 10%) c (j 1 uX) 2 ( 6<)
i') 0 1 12%) 1 ( Un 2 en
1 ( 10%)
"

















Total le (100%) 8 (100%) 9 (100%) 34 (lOOn
..
-
NOTE: this table excludes 30 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the







TABLE 8.3 Ill!J?ortance of regular vi_sitin£.3r_t.E-e__c1istr.t~t l1~ __~:t:..-he"J-th
vi_si tor, end nctu~_~_rn.:.:~3!l1,'!._for vi~.i.!:i~g_,_oL~eb.9und
~!'o!QI.lic...~iJ].~ients
._----~,-----------_._-----_. --,,_ .._--- .---.-._.~------..----.-----------.-



































regularly 18 ( 90%) 7 '7(V1) 16 ( 89%) 13I ,if
other responses :2 ( J.Q7) 3 30%) 2 ( u7J 3
o ') 54 ( 24)6!.';~,
19%) 10 ( , r:. '< \..:.v.-_' J
-
Total 20 (100%) 10 (100%) 19 (100%) 16 (100%) 64 (lDe )
-
..






























14 ( 93%) 5 56%) 13 ( 93X) u ( 35%) 43 647)
0 1 ( Un 1 ( 7%l G 2 (
A 0 C (1 0v
1 7/~) 3 ( 33%) 0 2 ( 151) 6 ( 12'''')
--------_._---- ._._------_._---_._--
NOTE: this table excludes 13 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the











TABLE 8.5 Jm;portwce of ],ee..IJing en .£t-ris_k_l"egisteE_of vul-:'1eE~le house-































register kept 3 15%) 4 ( }~o%) 7 ( 39%) " ( 31;1,) 19 3'1\: :.": ;'



























6 2,'"' ( 4(~t)
.. ! ."/-
o
this table excludes 23 trainers who ch;se poi'nts'3'C;'; 4 on the
scale of the importance of maintaining an at-risk register •


















I.!l!22rt'!lce.-cf " specblsys"tem fqr the re(':Ultl:r..Le~d-e~__oL:1:'h~































system not used 11
------ --------- -.---
( 457) 0 s 28}') 4 ( 25:1,) 18 2 ':~ -;')
( 55f') 10 ( lCYJ;{) 13 72%) 12 ( 75%l 46 ( 72/: )
-- ... _--.-- --,-.-_._.-_.- . ----- .__._------ ._.".- ----
Tots.l
.•
-------------_ .. _- ._---_...-- -_..-- -~-- ------_..__._-- ._.-_._- _,.'- _.__.---------_.- ---_._- ..~.
..




---_._--- - .~--~._._.. _.,_. ----- --- --- -----_._-_.
PEJiSGITAL LIST SIZE
-----_.._--_ .._."._-----_._~,_...- ------ ._._---- _.-




















this table exch,ces 18 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the
scale of t;1e impor~ance of medication review s~'stems .
------- ---- ---- -- ---- -----
------------ ---------- ------
00 (I 0 0



























----_. __ ._--. --------------------_._------ ------ -- _. -_.---- -_.-.._.... _ ..

























practice nurse j~o7 ).1 ('~1. 177 13% 27%
-. district nurse 45/ 6);/ 331- 311: Ill"
heolth vini to~" 45~{ 7°'! 3("1% 4,,·l h7/'+ / .
.•
-------------------_._-----------.- - ---. ------... ------















-TAj3LE 8 .10 ~~l!J.,,¥_l1'.eettggL0 f Fe"")~rJ!. ..Q[_ j;he..J2rim~c:D'..l:,,,~,-:J,.t!! ..".:'.!~_.t~
~o.~·lie,'_ c~~-.£2::-g}in"te. thE' _~'r_(; gr._hot:s~Q.CUl'!d.ep_:ronicoJ.l.Y
_ 3.11 patients: rc-lationshi:;J betHeen performa..."lce anC, stena.erds
-_. -- ...._-_.._--_.__._.•_--- - _.•. _,.._----,_.,--~_ .....~-,_.__._..__ .. -
-
-






















l1c rforrwnce same le' 7l~1,) 6 ( 757)
perfc,:nnence better 2 ( 1)+;") C
?erformance 'tolorse 2 ( 14%) 2 ( 25n
4 ( 4e7) 3 ( 33:(,) 23 ( 56~~:)
e- n ::> ( 5:-:{ )







performance snne 11 "Tc'd) 7 ( np 0') 7 ( 70;0 ~ ( 56;0) 3: ( 73' ;I ;11- .- ',) ,
performance "etter 2 ( l4~n 0 r C 2 ( cc",",Jp' .I
".
perfono.ance ~"0:rse 1 T~) 1 ( 12'1,) 3 ( 31)%) • ( 41j.~~ ) SI ( 22~()'!
-
..
'J.'otoJ. 14 (1007) 41 ( -"..'f).L' .. u ','






:performance 3r'-:!!lE! 11 ( 7 rd ) il ( 1')0;(). >/-.
perfcmnr.c0 1Jetter 2 ( 141) C
perf'cI'!1c-'1ce worse 1 ( 7%) (I
7 ( 7:>7') 5 ( 56'0 31 ( "-If>! ,,'-'. I
e- O 2 ( ':')
"
3 ( r d ) 4 ( 44.0 6 ( l"c~1• \ it:·
------------_._-----------_ ..-- ._----_.. ~... -. --...- ... ----_.._.---_.-
NOTE: this table excludes 23 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on














TABLE S.il Irrrpo~ance of provi.sic~ of' transport to the surgery for




























transport not provi de:'




transport proviQed 3 ( 1St) 1 ( en 4' ( (:.:i\, .','
--------_._----- ._--..
Total 10 (1':'0%) 611 (,., '\
..l,. •• ' J
---- _.__ .- -- --------------_.... -
The .l2.rovision of trgl'lsroort to the surgery for houseb0u,,'1d


























]0 ( 67%) 5 ( 71%) 10 ( F)3~n (, ( 75::' ) 31 ( '7 1., {\1'+' J
0 0 0 0
5 ( 33%) 2 ( 29%) 2 ( IT%) 2 ( 25%) 11 ( ')(:, >,' \\ ". '-'" i
._------
15 (lOOn 7 ( lOO%) 12 ( lOO;() i, (1\~ ") 42 (, ""d)L")~,,. -'_...... , ..
this table excludes 21 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the





















9. SPECIAL CARE OF THE ELDERLY
9.1 Introduction
,J .1.1 '!he fifth llSpel:'t o~ practice ilith whiclJ. the .prorlect is· concerned
is the special arrangements r,ade for the care of the eldErly





patients (parr-.2.l0). In the first mailinG trainers wo!"'! Bilked
-
..
!'lents should be made in .zenero.l practice for these pstients, in
addition to the usual care given when patients request r-. consulta-
tion. A siml"r set of arrl"Ul/je!'lents ;T33 presented as in the case
of housebound chronicall,V ill patients (pD.ra.8.l.1), with the ad-..
..




to record their res?c.:..~ses O~ e.. six-pcint scale:l point 1 being
defined as 'I I'eel 'rery strongly that it should. not 'Je prsvided',
and point 6 '0." '1 !"'d very strongly that it 5'hould b'2 providEd' .
Irt the seconJ ~~~lin~: questicns were askec about the a.:r-renge7Jents
thnt w,re e.ctually :1e.d.e in the trainers' prcctices; but 0. compa.rison
bet~en st9..."1darc1.s !::.ud perf'c~um.1C(; has been possible in only three
-














vulnerlible patients, the provision of clinics I'or elderly patients,
~~d the provision by the ~rQcticp. ef transport to the surcery .
. ", . \
At-risk ree-ister of vulneroble TJntients
.._ ---~ ..• __._--_.
Tne trainers f ratings of f·he irlportlIDce of keeping M at-risk












the table, the scale scores of the 82 trainers who re"lied to the
first mailing .,ere fairly well distributed: 10 trainers (12%)
ch"se points 1 or 2, II (J.3%) chose point 3, 15 (18%) chose point
4, 30 (37n chose l_'oi'lt 5; and 16 (20%) chose point 6 .
-
sccres w"ere VB~J siBilar to those fo-r. the corresponding question
in the case of housebound chronically ill patients (see table 8.5),
and cclthough there were some vari!l.tions among the scores of





relc.tec t" list size . OVE:r~l~ 381 of 64 trainers who replic'~
..
to the second mailine said that they actually ],ept a register -'
n slightly higher proporti.on than those who reported !':eepinr: "
however;; there ,,,ere ne syst~1'1atic variations src:ng trroncrG "'(·Tith
differing list sizes, al-thcugh these with lists of 2,250-2,499
were markec'J<!' :.lore lil:e);y' than the others to keep a register.
..
-
register of vu.:Lneroble housebOlmd chronically ill patients. Again,
parnbility between tto two questions .
chos~ points 1 or 2 on th~ scale, s,;nu 37 chose points 5 or 6 .
TIw ancJ.ysis of the relc.t; onship bet;reen the trainers' stem'.!lrds
'>ld their perfon:l'lIlc'o is 'complicated by the lack of direct co'~-
Of the 64 trainers who replied to both nailings, 8
that trainers W'lO chose points 1 or 2 on the scale wore generally
~ in favour of such a register. end that thos'~ who chose points































'!his sub-set of 45 tl"r.incl'S was then c1Msified into three groups:
i perforl'mnce s= as standard. (thst is, those who
~"'ere n(.;t in fnvcur of a. register 8!ld. who <1i c1 not keep











perf:JI""u.enc6 better than standard (that is, those
l1ho w':.Z"e not in fn.vour but !~eE keepinG 0. resister) .
perfol"!:9r.ce vorse thal1 standard (the.t is. thOSE: who



















The distributicn is shown in table 9.2 OYerl1l1. 51% of t:t:ese
tr~ners hOod. the SOJOJ0 perforue.llce as the standard they h::.<'. set;
44% h.!'-.c1. !"'u worse perforrc.ance; and the sDnII rerrainder of 4% no.d
a better perforoence. These :'rC):.>"rt:ims are very si.cu111r to those
in the corresT.:ondin/; cc""e of houseb01md ::hronic!,,JJ.;y iu ,patients
(see table 8.6). Although the n=bers ere sms.l1, there was ::
sliGht tendency fC'r trcd.!1ers with lists of 2;;500 e.nd ohove to 1j~
wore liltel;; to have !l 'TOrse perfcr:el3llce than stonlia.rd cocrpa.reQ with
those: with srIlJ.ller lists.
9.3 §~ecia1 clinics for the~ld~~
9.3.1 The tr~ners' ratings of the bportance of special clinics for
elder~ pv.tients, ~d their actual practice in this l'e!!erd, S-1"G shOVl1


































first mailing were not in favour 01' special clinics: 21 01' them (26%)
chose point 1 on the scale; 18 (22%) chose points 2 and 3; and only
12 (15%) chose points 5 or 6. Many trainers felt that it would be
a mistake to treat the healthy elderly as a special group. The
overall mean score was lower than for any of the other arrangements
j>or either elderly or housebound chronically ill pat ents. and there
were no significant variations between the meen scores of trainers
wi th differing list sizes. Moreover. only 2 01' the 64 trainers who
replied to the second mailing reported that they actually held special
clinics for elderly petients .
9.3.2 The relationship between standards and perj>ormance was analysed in
the same We:! as j>or the other arrangements (see para. 9.2.2).
Of the 64 trainers who replied to both mailings, 33 chose points
1 or 2 on the scale, end 9 chose points 5 or 6. The distribution
of this sub-set of 42 trainers is shown in table 9.4. Overall,
83% of these trainers had the same performance as their standard
(most 01' these being trainers who neither favoured nor provided
special clinics), and the remaining 17% had a worse performance •







of transport to the surgery "for elderly patients, and their
concentrated towl'.rds the lower end: 38 (46%) chose point 1 or 2;
scores o"f the 82 trainers who replied to the "first mailing were
9.4 The provision of transport to the surgery
9.4.1 The trainers 1 ratings of the importance of prcvision by the practice













The mean scores were similar to those "for the corresponding ques-
tion about housebcund chronically ill patients. and they revealed
a very slight tendency for trainers to place less emphasis on
..
the provision of transport as their list sizes increased . Only 9%
-
of the 64 trainers who replied tc the second mailing were P.ctually
-


















The relationship between stanr'ards and performance was 13.!'lalysed
in the same way as for the other arrangements (see para. 9.2.2).
Of the 64 trainers ;fuo replied to both mailings, 29 chose points
1 or 2 C~ the scale, and 10 chose points 5 or 6. The distribution of
this suh-set o"f 39 trai:J.ers is sh:JWl1 in table 9.6. Overall, none




































h~d set; 87% had the same performance (these consisting almost en-
tireJs- of trainers who gave a low re.ting to thE: provision of trans"
port and ~rho we!"~ not themselves providing any) ~ and 13% had $. worse
performance than their stcndard. Given the small numbers involve·d;
there were no loajor differences among trainers with differing list
sizes .
9.5 Swmnary
9.5.1 In this section, data from the pilot studY in the Oxford region hA.ve
been presented deali"g Wi~:l three o.:Lfferent I'xrangements for the
special cere of elderly :p8.tients. The trdners' stand'lrd.s were
elicited through the use of 0. r"!.ting scale on ""hich they indic<?ted
tile importance they c.ttached to thco provision of ee.ch e.rrengement.
This method o:r categorising the trainers' stcndards did not eneble
an exact cor;parison to 1"e 'made with their actuc.l perform'l!1ce, but
by focusing the ane,Js"sis on those clustered at the extremes of the
scale, ll. rea.sonable comparison ves possible for sub-sets of the
trainers.' As in the previous section> the central the,,,, of the data
is that of variability.
9.5.2 P'irst, the trainers ·..·"'tea. the i!]\p0rtance of ec.ch of the three ar-
rangements differently. The hip-,hest il]\portence vas ntt3ched to
the maintenance of an at"risk regist"r, ~nd the lowest importance










9.5.3 Second, the trc'iners differed considerably among the~elves in their
ratings of each arrangement: in each ce,se, for exc)'!!ple, the scores
ranged across e.ll six pc·ints of the sceJ.e .
-
..
9·5.4 Tnird, the trainers differed in the actual provision of some of the
-






in the provision of special clinics and of trnnspcrt to the surgery
(which were not provi.led by 97% and 91% Lof th.e trainers respectivdy),
but there we.s considerable vp.riation in the maintenl1llce of an at-risk
register.
.• :;.5.5 Four:th, th" relatior.ship "Jetween perforIDl.lllce and stoodards ve,ried
register, for exar;;>le, the trainers divided alrlost e~LuP~ly into those-
with the same pe!"fcrmance as the ste.ndard they had set and these with
-
-
within 3Ud between ~"-clo'.rrengement. In the case of an ut-risk
variability observed in the date is not, for the most part, related
to the numbers of paH.ents on the trainers' lists.
Fifth, hGTever, there were few signif'icont or system!l.tic vl'lrir,tions •
in either stsndards ,pertor:n~nce, or the :relationship between them,
NO!'eover, the proportion of trainers with a 1wrse perfcr'.n''-'lce t.'1on
the star,dard they iw.d set renged from 13% in the case of transport
to the surcery to 44;'1( in the ca.s.e of an at-risk reGister.
among trainel"fl with differing list sizes. The large degree of










































me~n scale score 4.1 4.6 h.t'




6 ( 6o:~) 4 ( 22~O 6 ( 38:1) 21, ( 3d:
4 ( 40%) Ilj ( 78:1, ) 1:) ( 62~h) he ( )2 )


























2 , 749 cn(~ nuo"-,,,
TCT.t\.L
..
_.. -.--..• -- - - --------
------------
-_ .• - --------_.- - -_ _- _.-
4,·' ,.: ICl (
3 (231) ~ (h5\() 23 ( 51:")






















NOTE, this table excludes 19 trainers Who chose points 3 or 4 on







TAB~ 9.3 .Il:!pert~ce ef special clinics for'-:'lderJy :p~ti'"!1~s '- end actual
_~:..cements
..
. -_ ... __ ._._-----
--------_._---































clini cs he Id.
clinics not leld
1 ( 5'1) 0 cl 1 ( 6~)
19 ( 95%) 1(1 ( 1(>]:') 13 ( 100%) 15 ( 947)
2 ( ~:'\

















? , 75 0
&"1c. al'ove
--_._------._...._- ------_._-_ ... --_._--
h (A0:") 12 (C'-1) (' (9o;t) 35 ( c,3')










tl': en s ter.: 'If',~.~d
PerfOr:J8nce ":lorse










NOTE: this table excludes 22 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the
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-_..._-- ._-- _. ---_.- .. _-_ ....
..
..
The provisiC'n "f trnnSDc,rt to the sure;er'J for "l(1.e:>:"1;; ~Jntientfl:
rel?-~:fo¥,Sii4£ 't,E:I\,~~:!eri~~rfc:~~ce-'8pd -~tr;nr~"srds "_.
?ER3QN.AL LIS':1 SIZE
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NOTE: this table excludes 25 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on












10.1.1 'rhe sixth aspect of practice with 11hich the project is concemed is
repeat prosc!"ibing (p.3.".", 2 .10).
-
..






10.2.1 'rraine':'S were asked in the first mailing how e. patient's request for
a repe~,t prescription should be dealt with. and in the second
~uailing hO'<I suci. requeBts were actue~ly handled in thdr practices.
TIle format of the questions ('~lowed multiple responses in the
thought thct doctors should. not nOITlal1;y continue to issue repect
OwrllJ.l, 46% of the C,. trainers who replied to the first :llc.iling
..
..
second maili~g but not in the first . Table 10.1 shows the replies.
-
prescriptions without 3eeing the patient (or at least checking
doctcrs should normc.l~Y' revIew the pAtient; 3 record en each occasion




of 3cripts . A sone,fhnt slOaller proportion (41:!) thOUGht thet
..
that 11 c'e:r",,,t script is ",,,quested . Il'ro.i.ne~ Hith the smalle3t
-
lists (l",ss then" ,5(0) '"ere more lil,ely then the others to favour
s system lil'li.tbr; th'c number of scripts written without seeing the
less likely to feel that doctors should review the pc..tient' s recorc.






en eech occasion. 'fur; arr!l!1geillCnts that were nctull1ly made
-



































the second ~oiling, 73% used repeat prescription cnrds (or a
similar li:ollting system), and 38% said thoot they norl'1nlly reviewed
the patient I s record eOoch tire before signine repeat scripts.
There were large v8oriations among trainers with differing list
sizes in their repo:'ted pursuit ef the l:ttter arrmge",ent.
10.2.2 Because of the multiple replies th?t were gi wn by some trainers
to the l))lJrfOl'"TJOnCe' ql)~stion} nn exa.ct Co~o.rison b~twe-en strm'-
dards Md performcncEc is !'..,·t possible. Howe"",l' , o. l)'JXticl CCI:1-
parison cell be mCode 'c'~':OL?ing QC,ch pricing se::?arately. Of the
64 trmmers wh~ re;olicd to both mailine;s, 1 thought that the
doctor should nOrTIle,,12.;v sce the pr.tient ee.ch time bef')r€ iSnuing e.
------ .
repeeot rrescri2tion, but did not tictuolly de so. Twenty-six
thc-ught the"t the doctor sro?uld no=ally 1'8vie'7 the pOotient' s re cord
before issuing a r~pe().t n~escription~ and of these, 19 repcrted
that the"' usually did so. Thirty thcU&'lt t\wt the doctor should
no=oJ.ly see th" patient or review the recurd before issuing a
repeat prescripticn !l~ft,-:,.. the elcpse CIf a, s!"ecifierl periocl of time
or the issue of e. specified number cf ~)·~nt prescri:ptions, and ef
theSE; p 22 indicated t~.i.~t they used. re:.l€:rtt ~~reS'cl'iptioIl cards or
SC1Dle other syster-, that lir.ri.ted the nU!!lber of repeats or the period
of tim over 'f..rl:dch they i'Tere given. Approximately three-qunrters
of these Bub,..sets Of t:"i'1e:rs "ere therefore ~d,opting cpproechi;s
to repeat prcscribinE: that 1Tere the Stl!J£ as their standards, and






table 10.2, showed a very wide range of response, from nil to 45
to the second mailing was 16.5, with a slight but consistent increase
1,000 patients on the list, the number of scripts signed each da:r
diminished M the trainers' lists increased.
Volume of repeat prescribing
Trainers were asked in the second mailing to estimate the average
number of repeat prescriptions that they signe.d each day without
HmTever, when expressed as a rate per
The replies, which are s=e.rised in
The e.vere.ee nUt'ller among the 64 trainers who replied
having seen the patients.
scripts a ~.a:r .















10.4.1 !n this section, data from the pilot study in the Oxford region have-
..
been presented dealing with repeat prescribing . This aspect of
among the trainers with differing list sizes in the relrttionship
between their standards and their performance about repeat prescribing:
estimates of the actual nQ~ber of repeat prescriptions issued each
day without seeing the patients increased as their list sizes rose,
but this tendency was reversed when expressed as a rate per 1,000
practice was selected for inclUEi0n in the study beca~qe of the
possibility that GPs with larger lists ma;y be more ready than those
with smaller lists to issue repeat prescriptions, particularly without
having seen the patients.
,;oreover, there were no significant variations
The trainers'The results provide little support for the possibility.














































ilTespective of list si ze, about three-quarters of those who thought that
doctors should revi"" the patient I s record on each occasion were ac-
tually doing so, and about three-quarters of those who favoured the
use of repeat pres cription cards (or some equivalent system) had
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-
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c"-' (l-'O%) 13 (100%) 23 (100%) 22 (lne%) 82 (:00;1)
63%) 4 ( 3J.%) 11 4t1%) B 'l6/,) 3~ ( 4" )v}:




























fied titr.€: er numbe:i~
c,f' seri~ts 1.5
:lC'ctor nOr!1eJ.ly re-
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do eto!' l:ee s repe ~t
prescriI'tion
eard.s or system
11 (= 10en If' 16 63
•
...
HOTE: sane respondents SD..'Te Dore tbe~'1 one pnsver to the seccmct question;











Estim~,ted J:;.'U1 n'tL.""1ber of ~:,e~t IJrescri~ti0!1s signed ench























































































'1"& PREVENTION OF DISEf,sE AND THE~1:!C1rION OF H~ALTll
The final aspect of tractice with which the project is concerned
is the prevcmtion of disease end the promotion of health.
AJ.thoueh it is i~ortant in the context of the research, it "as
not developed at all :f,u]y in the pilot studies, and must be
expanded as a cO!llponent in the main survey .
/.I9Ily of the servJ.ces reported upon in section 7 (The range of
services offered through the practice) had n:ore to do with
prevention than treatment, an cl. the data presenterl in that section
give some indications of the trainers' stansf'.rdD and perfcrmencc
in the field of pre","ntion. It was shown in table 7.3, for
exrunple, that the proportion of trciners who 'Tere failing to
provi(~e a service that they thought should be sctively promote,:
in general practice ,ms low for se"",,,, preventive services, particu-
hrly those fer which a f'ee is ;,cid, (antenatal C"-l"e, family plM-
ning, L::;unisation and cer'viccl cytology), but hi!';h !'or others
(screening for hypertension cnd diabetes). There was S('11e evidence
that trainers' with the lu>-gcst lists (2,75n an(l ",hove) were less
likely than the'se IT'. th "::;aller lists to be providing some" preven-
tive services that they thought should be provided•
In aclCition, t:-ainers were askec1 in the first nniling to indic0.t"
on a 6-pcin'c scale wh!lt they th'Jllsht the Y'ole <:if the GP shouJ.':
be in the active I'revention of ,Jisease enC:. the promoticn of fC'.-:-<.l






























proL'otion of ,,'Ood health should not be part of the doctor's ,job
at all \; poin" 6 was defined as 'Prevention and the promotion of
good health should be the most ilTIportant aspect of the doctor's
job' 0 Of the 82 trai"ers \;ho replied to t~e first mailing,
exactly a third chose point 6, I:'ncl the mean scale score wcs 4090
TheI"6 w'as, the re i'ore , a rairly high degree ef sup;;ort for the
broad concept of prc'vent'.n in general practice, cncl this is
cO!lsist~nt with the su:,·,,:,rt given to the promotion of specific
prtventive services (table 701). There were no si@lificent
variations in the L,an scores ox' trainers with i'.iffering list
sizes.
110 corresponJing 'luestion WDS asked about performance'. but it is
hoped to use the insights gained from the pilot studies to develop






















The pilot studies in the Oxford region and elsewhere had three
purposes: to test the feasibility of collecting info=ation about
GPs I standards Md performance in selected aspects of their work;
to produce data th'1t wil:' be useful to the s;eneral practice educa-
tional end training programmes within the participating regions; and
to provide tenetative answers to the substantive research questions
in the event of the main survey not tak.ing place (see para. 1.3) .
This concluding section is arranged around these three purposes .
To test the feAsibJlity of. collecting information on GPs I standards
and performance
...
12.2.1 The results of the pilot stUdy f;enera.lly endorse the feasibility of
collecting the kind sf information needed to fulfill the objectives
... of the project • The rCc,:,onse rates in the Oxford region B.llc'. else-
trainers were Il'anifestly irritated by what they regarded as trite




adequate, most ·.rere answered seriously and satisfactorily. Some
..
or misleading questions, but many more took the trouble to add help-












between the standards set by the trainers and their reported patterns
of performance confirms their >rillingness to think about each concept
separately, and to avoid the eMy 0r comfortahle option of always







12.2.2 At the same time, however, the pilot studies J:.ave left some questions
response rates were obtsined from groups of GP trainers does not






unresolved and have raised seme new ones. The fact that high
studies that trainers were motivated to reply by the endorsement
given tc< the stu''t' by the Regional Advisers in Gener9.l Practice,






of general practitioners . There was some evidence in the pilot
form ef endcrsen.'€nt in the main survey. Doubts were also raised
., in the pilot studies !ibout the repel\tllbili ty of some of the standards
1'10 checks m,re n:ade in the pilot studies, anc. the (lata have been
-.
.,
questions, and the accuracy of S0100 of the data on perfoI'T-lBnccc.
••
presenteel at face value. It WOuld, however, be prudent to
build some such checks into the main survey .
to be available by 1986.
As noted earlier C:,-,ara 3.3), the forms of questioning used in
the pilot studies differed in the fifth region from those used in th"
the reslhts of the two rtlfferent methods and in compiling the
best set of instruments for use in the rr~n survey. Nevertheless,
the experiences of the pilot phase of the project confirm the



















on the main phese .
Further "ark remains to be done in comparine;
The results of thr, main phase are eX"J?ected
124
siderable interest and value to those involved in the general
for the Oxford region, are of limite'': subst!llltive ValUE; due mainly
less, that the material contained in this report will be of con-
It is hoped, neverthe-
The intra.-regional res'.1lts, such as those presented in this report
To produce data of use tc, the genercl practi ce_ educational and
training programmes within the participating regions
















practice training and educational programmes in the Oxford regisn,
., pe.rticularly if it is use1 as the bg,sis for further discussion nnd
••
analysis of the stanllards that are held by the trainers nnd of the
.'.
extent to which they are met in practice. For example, the research
., staff involved in preparbg this report would be disappointed if the
vide variability in sta.'1lcards revealed in the study did not stimulate
•• a corporate interest in exploring their suitability and implications .
••
-.
12.3.2 Subject to the availability of resources within the Ik",;Lth Services
••
Research Unit, e.dditional analyses from the Oxford dat9. ,..in be
supplied on request .
••




12.4 To provide tent'iltive ans«ers to the sub~tentive research questions
...
the Oxford region U'e of limited value in answering the substan-
-.
tive research questions, end the fact that the main phase of the
ing from them are of interest as pointers towards some answers,









and it is hoped that they will be useful within the region for this
First, a. striking fea+,-eU"e of the data is the astonishing degree
of heterogeneity they reveal among the participating trainers.
In dmost all the aspects of practice included in the study, the
trainers exhibited a ;ride range in their standards, in their

















purpose. Three broad observa.tions are offered.
with the traditional image of the independent practitioners,
it is cifficult to reconcile with the notion of e. generally
appropriate list size based upon considerations of standards.
A similar degree of diversity in the I:1ain survey would confound





matched their standards . Whilst such diversity is consistent
12.4.3 Second, in virtually every aapect of practice included in the study
a gap existed between the standards set by the trainers and the
-,
-












last column of table 12.1, which shows the proportion of the 64
























as, or better tll~.n,tb8ir ~tendards in 31" ceparete aspects of pre.c-
tice. These S]ll;cnary figures P.I"8 drrom froM the c1etailed tables
in the body of the repurt, Md readEers are referred to those tabl2s,
oncl the associated co:muente.ry, for their proper context.. Of the
3~ aspects, the pr2portion of tr.~n8rs with the sene or better per-
formMce eXC2eueu 90% in 8 a.spects; it ley between 80% end 89% in
10 aspects; it Iq between 70% end 79% in 7 aspe cts, bet".een 60%
and 1)9% in 2 aspects; Md below 60% in the remaining 9 aspects .
He,·, these findings ere eve.luateCl will depend upon the ".xpectations
of the reader:;. 02"1(1 there are few guirlelines in the existinG li-tere.-
ture upon which tu base s'lch expectations. Some reaclers mey find.
it 8ncoure.eing thet so "''lIly general prp,cti tioners are able to
achieve what they rer,ard as C{lprc.::>riate st9.11C:ards ·~f .C!lJ:'Q ~r
practices similar to thei.r mm; others me.y find it (:is'1uietint:
that 50 mmy are tmQ.1'1.e to achieve their stnndo.rds .
12.4.:. '!bird, there is little evidence in the pres~nte.ticn of the d"tIJ.
that the standards or the perfonnance of the trainers were systematic-
ally rela.ted to the size of their lists. There is, in other vcrds,
little indicaticn that trainers with smaller lists were .~l'istent1y

















of tabl!' 12.1 sumnnrise the finding by showing the percentage of
trainers in each list size group whose performance was the some as
or better than their standarc1s in each of the 36 aspects of practice.
It is possible, hcMever, that this conclusie>'l is influenceQ by the
-





























example, an insufficient number of trainers in the study to exarnlne.
the effect of '_e"..trernelY large or small lists, or to centrel for
other characteristics thd appeared to be associated with list size.
Trainers with lists of less thrill 2,250 aiffered from the others in
a n1.llliber of "'\Ys: they -.ere Y01ll1ger, they wcrked in smaller partner'·
ships "ith sllla1ler health care temns, they spent less tine 0..'1
surgery consultations and home visits and nore time on activities
outside the pr'lctice, enl t!1ey w<ere less likelY to feel OV8r-
worke']; Md these ch~..rl1cteristics need to be contre.lled in a multi-
varie.te analysis for the true effects of list size to become
apparent ..
12 .4. 5 In summary, then, the data from the Oxford region suggest that,
whilst quite widespread discrepancies existed between the stnn-
dards that GPs set for themselves and the lewl of performnnce
they actuallY achieve, these discrepancies were largely unrelated
to the numbers of patients on their lists. HOI<ever, more exten-
si 'le enalyses need to be carried out on the cOl1!bined data from the
regional pilot stud~es before this conclu..qion can be applied firmlY
to trainers as a whole, 3lld a larger survey runong a national random
saY"1?le of GPs must be conclUded before its truth con be MseSSh~








J).'13LE 12.1 P~..!:c.~.mt~--.9,f' }:~"I.~t!!.ers2hos_e_~f9E,~_~~e:._..",;r~~:? tl!.e__~~p~ __~_as ".9-!:
better thnn ":.1oe stenc'.ards they had set (number of table of














































Hours of openinf' of
practice prerJises
(5.2 ) 85 90 89 87 88
Hou...-s of availability
of doctor (5.4) 55 40 23 41~ 4:'
Evening sureeriE::s (5.6) 85 7C' 84 BC! 03c
Heekend sure;eries (5.8) 90 100 100 94 95
DelAY in appointt1ent :
non--ure-ent matter
(5.n) 100 In] 95 100J 0°/0
Delsy in appointraent:
urgent r.latter. (5,11) lCX) 100 89 ICY") 97
Request for urgent
consultation (5.13) 80 Go 56 69 70
Bequest for home visit
(5.15 ) 65 40 67 56 59
lu-ranl!ements for out-af-
hours C9.rc (5.17) 75 90 61 ne 77
BookinG interval (6.2) 55 60 3° 25 h4
Provision of services
(7,3)
antent:'t r.l cure 1'10 lO0 lOO lC'O D0
mlti -smokine adviCE:! 90 9r, 94 69 86
famil,y plonninp; 95 100 Ino 100 9i\
immunissticn 10') 9° 1')(1 lee: 93
cervical cytoloS'{ }CiD 100 100 100 100
hypertension screening 60 70 67 62 64





































- --_..__._--------- _._-- ----------- - ------- --
PERSONAL LIST SIZE
ASPECl' ',1
PRAC'1~ICE less then 2,250- 2,500- 2,750 IDTAJJ
2,250 2,499 2,749 Md above
------- -_.---~-_.. _..•_~ -_._..
------_._--_.,---.- -~..__ .~.-.-- -------- .- ---.__ ._--,.----
"ell-b"by care 85 70 94 81 81;
weif)lt-control c.dvice 80 90 94 81 86
minor casualty 75 90 94 94 91
diabetes screening 45 60 33 25 3;;
physiotherapy 40 50 67 50 52
chiropody 55 80 Cia 50 59
well-l!erson chiOck-
urs 95 70 83 ~)l~ 87





doctor (8.2) 90 71 75 8') -32
regular visiting by
nursE.: ( 8.4) 93 67 100 85 88
at-risk register (8.6) 36 57 50 63 49




practice nurse (8.10) 05 75 1+0 33 61
district nurse (8.10) 93 88 70 56 78
health visitor (8.lO) 93 100 70 56 76
provision of transpori;



















































-'~'----'---' .. -. -'. -_.. ----._.._--._-----_.._- -.-_._-----------. --_..... _- ...._.----_.__._.*-._ ....
Special 'l.!'ron,c;enent s
re:l' et,re ef e1,lcrJ.y
rat ient s
at-l'i9k register
(9.2) 67 83 31 54 55
sre cjc.l clinics
(9.4) 33 eO 80 90 83
provisiO!l of
transport (9.6) 91 83 92 78 87
